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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 3,

0

CIUDAD JUAREZ

.

who ia leading the revolutionist ad
011 Juarez, is the youngest and
Madero
the
of
bravest general
forces. .' General Orozco had been the

vnce

REVIVES

191 1

CITY EDITION

OLD SCANDAL

LORIIR IS

RESPONSIBILITY

New York, Feb. 3. Not much has
been heard recently about the "Coh
lan warrant" so prominent In news
columns a year ago, but Mayor Gaynor
proved last night that he at least has
not forgotten. He has written a letter to Archibald Watson, corporation
counsel, in which he demands that evidence looking toward the Indictment
of Alfred Epstein, a lawyer, for alleg
RAILROAD AND POWER COMPANY ed forgery be laid before the district SENATOR
ELIHU ROOT LATEST
also
be
and
before
OFFICIALS MUST ANSWER
TO
the
"put
DESERT
THE ILLINOIS
attorney
bar association for disbarment of
FOR EXPLOSION
STATESMAN
Epstein."

FAST

loader of three of the revolutionists'
most spectacular achievements," add
ed Madero; Guerrero, Cerro Prelto
He is only 28 years
and Malpaso.
old and never served in the army
before. He Is the son of a small
ranchman outside of Chihuahua, beADMITTED BORDER TOWN
MUST ing brought up on his father'8 ranch.
He had no social position in partic
SURRENDER WHEN FORMAL
ular, but learned to hit a dime every
DEMAND IS MADE
time with a rifle at 200 yards. When
my brother last summer was tourCRIMINAL WARRANTS ISSUED
BELIEVES HE IS GUILTY
NOW
ISOLATED
ing Mexico, making speeches, Orozco
COMPLETELY
HE EMBEZZLED $50,000
and
idea
over
his
became enthusiastic
New York, Feb. 3 The body of
has been the official leader of tne SEVEN PERSONS TAKEN INTO Edward St. John, assistant treasurer DECLARES
HE SECURED
SEAT
BY
HEMMED IN ON EVERY SIDE
revolutionary forces in Chihuahua CUSTODY, INCLUDING OWNER of the Westlngbouse
BY BRIBERY AND SHOULD
Electric
and
ever since."
FORMIDABLE FORCES OF REManufacturing company of New York,
OF DESTROYED LIGHTER
, VACATE
ATTACK
TO
READY
was found in the surf off Coney IsBELS,
Marching on Tia Juana
land late yesterday. It was fully dress
San Uieso, Calif., Feb. 3. Thor- MEANS THOROUGH INQUIRY ed and there is no theory advanced ELECTION PUBLIC DISGRACE
ENTIRELY SUSPEND BUSINESS oughly armed and with two wagons
other than that he committed suicide
carrying additional rifles and ammuniACCUSED by drowning because of a $50,000 NEW YORKER UNSPARING IN DEOF
EXAMINATION
THE
hundred" Mexican revolutionBUT THREE HUNDRED FEDERAL tion, one
shortage in hts accounts, believed to
NUNCIATION
OF HIS COL.
MEN WILL GO LONG WAY
to be in command of an
said
ists,
CITY
be due to speculation in Wall street,
TROOPS TO DEFEND
LEAGUE
BLAME
left
FIXING
Tacarte
FROM
yesterday,
American,
WEST
with the company's funds.
AGAINST 1,500 OF ENEMY
headed for Ocampo. They expect to
be within striking distance of Tla
New York, Feb 3. Seven warrants
Washington, Feb. 3. That Senator
BILL TO LEGALIZE BETTING
Juana, across the line south of San issued late last night were placed
Lorimer
of Illinois holds his seat as
U. S. MAY TAKE HAND
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 3. A bill
Diego, today,
Marching westward, in the hands of officers today for the
a
of bribery and on that acresult
cabThe
3.
Washington, Feb.
another force of about the same num- arrest of officials and employes of providing for a state racing commiscount
session
should
not be permitted to conin
to
license
to
be
assembled
sion
special
inet
empowered
ber, passed the night at Jacumba, the Central Railroad of New Jersey
of
Misin
the
all
associations
consider
question
horse
to
tinue
in
the
believed
racing
east.
some distance
It is
senate, is the conclusion
f today
and others charged with being re
the us of American troops to
that the two bodies will effect a Junc- sponsible in a measure for the dyna souri cities and counties, of 50,000 reached by Senator Elihu Root, and
f protect American interests ie-at- r tion. That the Mexican officials ex mite exuloslon of Wednesday, which population was introduced in the sen- announced by him on the floor of the
wai iue
f Juarez. Intimation
pect an attack on Tla Juana is shown cost Upwards of thirty lives and did ate yesterday by Senator Casey of senate
today.
bill provides that
lutionists, who are reported to
by the fact that one hundred liny property damage of a million dollars Kansas City. The
In
the
main Mr. Root's argument
under
be
the
shall
the
pari
be advancing on the town, were
betting
of
in
command
or more.
troops from Ensenada,
to
be was almost entirely legal. His ad
and
mutuel
red to heeln a bombard- - f Governor Celzo Vega, are on. the way
system,
meetings
efforts
the
The warrants followed
to the border town, making forced of the New Jersey officials to place licensed for not more than twenty dress is considered of great imporf ment at 3 o'clock this afternoon,
conto
tance as it is known a number of
marches.
f has led the officials ofhere
the responsibility for the explosion, days at a time twice each year.
preventing
members have been holding their
warrants
f sider the propriety
whom
those
for
Among
opinion in abeyance until Mr. Root
"
t n,r cnh hnmhardment.
James Healy,
were issued were:
will be necessary to secure
NOT SLIGHTEST CLUE
was heard. He said both the state
f It nnnnetit
owner of the destroyed lighter, Kath-erinCOST M'LEAN
of the Mexican gov- - f
tin.
and country had been disgraced by
who had admitted his boat had
ernment to the crossing of Rio'
the methods of Mr. Lorimer's elecOF DOROTHY ARNOLD no license to carry explosives; A.
tion.
Grande by the American forces,
of
agent
freight
Hamilton, general
$14,541.51 TO WIN
and if the consent is granted,
the Jersey Central; R- - A. Morse, as
will
be
the
of
troops
MISSING HEIRESS IS AS FAR FROM sistant manager
f the activity
of the Du Pont de
GUIDES MURDER CHINKS
In f
f confined to maintaining order
DISCOVERED AS DAY SHE
Nemours Pbwder company, and Fred- THIS IS EXACT SUM SPENT BY
Arz., Feb. 3. Wholesale
Nogales,
there
f
f Juarez, protecting property with- erick Peters, manager, and Captain
DISAPPEARED
murder of Chinese laborers by Mexif
CONNECTICUT
IN
SENAMAN
and
fighting
any
preventing
f
of
Burr St. John, superintendent
cans in connection with the smuggling
TORIAL CAMPAIGN
f in the town limits.. Justification
same
of
the
company.
transportation
3.
New
rumor
A
that
Feb.
In the
contraband Celeetrials across the
York,
of
Is
found
movement
thla
of
f
the body of Dorothy Arnold bad been
the
border is indicated by the story of a
f- action of this governmentandInHonHartford, Cr"
Feb. 3. It cost
- f found in a Central park lagoon was
ARREST ENDS IN TRAGEDY
wounded" Chinese who was found in
case of Santo Domingo
United States Benator-elec- t
Argo P. an Isolated mountain locality not far
on
a
bulletin
landwere
3.
posted
newspaper
A
El
marines
Feb.
where
Patso,
Tex.,
special McLean, $14,541.61 to bo elected
duras,
to
ed and prevented fighting In the 4 board hero late yesterday and tele to the Times from Clifton, Ariz., says the Benate by the general assembly on from this cdty and brought here yesphoned to the family hut It proved Mrs. Jack Chambers, a leading mil- January 18, according to a sworn terday. Officers are searching the lo
titctii wiiora there were a num- for the bodies of three other
as baseless as all other clues thus far liner, shot and killed heraelf about statement filed with
and
large
the secretary of cality
f her of
Chinese.
5 o'clock yetserday, while In the cus- state as
discovered.
:
required by the election
foreign Interests.
The park patrol found a woman s tody of the sheriff of Greenlee county. laws. Automobile hire,
of
permitting
The
newspaper
question
f
shoe on the edge ot the largest of the Mrs. Chambers was under arrest advertising, printing and
TEXAS & PACIFIC FINED'
Mexican government troops to be
traveling
18-but charged with selling a thirteen year were the chief items of
ter- park lakes. It was size
New Orleans, Feb. 3. The Texas
American
across
expense.
transported
f
did not quiet the rumors a'nd swarms old white girl domestic to a China& Pacific Railroad company yesterday
Sonora to El Paso
f rltory from advance
of
reporters and photographers were man for $200. She was bound over
rebel
was sentenced in the federal court
f
the
of
NEW
BANK
FOR
GALLUP
the
to
r repel
soon lining the shores. The police to the grand Jury and while going to
Gallup, N. M., Feb. 3. The First here to pay a fine of $500 for violaf forces Is entirely a matter of In-- said that
they knew nothing of the jail from her residence, drew a National bank of Gallup is to secure tion of the Sherman anti-trulaw.
ternational law.
:
of
any body and so informed pistol and shot herself, the bullet a charter and perfect organization at The road was convicted on Monday
to
finding
decided
The cabinet finally
Mr.v Arnold, the father, who was on passing through her heart and into
once and inside of two months pos- on an Indictment alleging the collecrush eleven additional troops of f '
the point of joining the throng about the hand of Sheriff English, who had
to
prefrontier
the
to
sibly six weeks, the new financial in- tion of freight rates in excess of the
cavalry
lake. Miss Arnold has now been hold of her.
stitution for which there is a splen- approved rates.
f serve neutrality on the part of the
days.
missing fifty-tw- o
did field In McKinley county will be
the United States. Four troops
There wag the usual crop of ru
in operation. The capitalization will
will be rushed to El Paso, across
mors concerning the young woman
a
where
from
thousand dollars aff3 GUNBOAT MARIETTA
be twenty-fiv-e
Juarez,
border
SENATE PASSES THE
the
today, but nothing tangible developed,
.a.
a Imnendine.
own
and occupy
its
will
bank
the
T Vntdn
uaiuv
George S. Griscom, Jr., the young
own building. W. H. Morris of GalTt
'
SHIP SUBSIDY BILL
BECOMESPLAGUE SHIP
Pittsburger, whom relatives sought
lup will be president; W. M. McDer-mot- t,
In
abroad
had
the
he
that
hope
the
3.
With
T7i
forPnon Tfiv.. Feb.
vice president; O. A. Fisk,
Is due
with the Estancla Savings THE AMERICAN
rebels advancing and the town com knowledge of her whereabouts,
SHERMAN CASTS merly
WARSHIP NOW
in New York next Thursday. He will
Juarez,
Cuidad
cashier.
The stockholders will
hemmed
in,
bank,
pletely
ON IMPORVOTE
DECIDING
HONDURHER
FROM
WAY
ON
.
alprobably confer with Mr. Arnold,
be W. H. Morris, T. P. Talle, J. M.
Mexico, must fall when the rebels
MEASURE
TANT
he
he
maintains
AS
TO
KEY
knows
noth
WEST
are
though
demand its surrender. There
Carman, F. C. Swarts, P. Kitchen, T.
in ing of the girl's disappearance.
i
E. Purdy, F. L. Andrews, J. B. Hern-dooint ano federal troops
VU1J tuv
3. For the first
Feb.
while
Washington,
town,
the
defend
to
Washington, Feb. 3. With nine men
of Albuquerque; W. M. McDer-motJuarez
time in the history of the govern
aboard ill, possibly with yellow fever,
P. Mocker and C. Franke.
TO BREAK ELKINS' WILL
the reports indicate that from 800 to
ment the vice president of the United
the American gunboat Marietta Is now
are converging on.
1.000 insurgents
Elkins, W. Va., Feb. 3. Mrs. Hallie
consti
on her way from Puerto Cortez, HonFAVORED
D. Elkins, widow of Senator Stephen States yesterday exercised his
CLUB FEDERATION
the city. .
It is probable the attack, if made, B. Elkins, has filed an article in the tutional prerogative cf casting a vote The plan to bring about a federa- duras, to Key West, Fla.
'
She sailed from Central American
will not come until tomorrow, al office of Clerk E. A. Rowan of Ran- to break ties In connection with three tion of the commercial bodies of New
roll calls in the senate.
Mexico is growing in favor everywhere waters under orders from the navy dethough a part of the rebel force is dolph county, renouncing the provi- successive
By the first he saved from impend and it is expected that when state- partment issued as soon as the offireported within 8 miles of Juarez. sion made for her in the senator's
ttio rnvnintinniRts declare that the will. Aire. Elkins declares her Inten- ing defeat the ship subsidy bill and hood is finally achieved and the peo- cials here were advised that the
an adjourn
messenger they sent yesterday with tion of claiming the share of the state by the third he forced
ple have It off their minds, active stricken were suspected of having yelnotices to the foreign consuls of their allowed the widow under the laws of ment of the senate in a vote having steps toward statewide teamwork in low fever.
on the resolution look- developing resources will be immediIt is explained that the Marietta was
intention to attack the town was cap- West Virginia, which is
and direct bearing
disenators
of
to
election
that
the
and
by
held
to Key West bcause the health
now
commercial
Various
ordered
taken.
and
ing
is
tured
being
which the senator anticipated. Mrs.
ately
clubs have already expressed their and marine hospital service has a hosanother messenger had come in un Elkins was a second wife. Senator rect vote.
The vote on the subsidy bill, both desire to participate in such consoli- pital at Dry Tortugas, oft the odast of
der a' white flag today. According to Elkins drew his will so that seven
Florida, Ideally adapted for the Isolathe rules of war, they say, the attack children, including two by his first in committee of the whole and in the dation.
senate proper, stood 39 ayes and 39
tion of patients and the treatment of
must wait 12 hours.
wife, would share equally in his thirty
nays, and on adjournment 37 ayes and
This morning the mayor of Juarez million dollar estate.
yellow fever
REIGN IS
37 nays. On all three occasions the DAVILLA'S
None of the officers of the vessel
ordered all business houses closed
vice president, voted in the affirmative.
have, yet been seized by the Illness, so
and American and other flags were
AMHERST
HONORS GREELEY
at once put out by the foreign resiPRACTICALLY ENDED far as the department Is advised.
N.
H., Feb. 3. The cenAmherst,
track
Juarez
races
at
dents. The
AT
FIRE
ALBUQUERQUE
were declared oft today, as the man- tenary of the birth of Horace Greeley
BAILEY HORSES SOLD WE&L
N. M., Feb. 3. Fire,
most
the
Albuquerque,
half
ateditor
of
known
widely
be
STATE DEPARTMENT IS ABOUT
agers feared the city might
New
which
in
the
of
basement
a
York, Feb. 3. The high prices
originated
century ago, and founder of the New
tacked. They will be resumed toREADY TO RECOGNIZE THE
a lot of forty light harness
for
'Barnett
daused
several
the
York
paid
was
building
in
celebrated
Tribune,
this,
morrow, If conditions warrant Abram
REVOLUTIONISTS
horses from the farm of Senator
hundred dollars damage from smoke
his
old
The
staid
of
birthplace,
today.
governor
Gonzales,
provisional
town of Amherst made much of the and water, to trie J. H. O'Reilly Drug
Bailey of Texas at the closing day of
Chihuahua, said today that the
Feb. 3. The govern the
sale at, Madison
a
drove
ab6ut
and
dozen
Washington,
comoany
ocaslon
of
and
welcomed
a
host
had
guests
district
In the OJlnaga
Da
in
of
villa
Pres.
were
ment
clad
of
Honduras,
from
rooms
regarded by
their
Square
garden,
exerwho participated in the memorial
scantily
people
captured the town of Coyame.
cises and made a pilgrimage to the on the third floor to the street, short- the opinion of this government, is tot horsemen as auguring well for the
tieneral future of the trotter and pacer. The
rough, unpainted farmhouse where ly after 1 o'clock this morning. The tering. Upon the arrival of
Leads Rebels
"United Bailey consignment brought $48,645
Puerto
at
the
Bonilla
Cortez,
the
fire
not
known.
cause
is
of
It
apsaw
where
and
the
light
A. Greeley flrsi
New York, Feb. 3.
re- States will tender its good offices to or $1,125 a head, n average said to
a
box
in
of
hU
originated
of
parently
he
the
first
three
years
passed
Madero, the younger brother of Franlife. Many newspaper
editors and fuse. The blaze was a stubborn one the revolutionary commander In an ef- be unequaled in years. The top price
cisco Madero, leader of the Mexican
from
writers
various
parts of lie and it required an hour for the fire- fort to bring about a cessation of the was $8,000, which L. V. Harkness of
revolution, who is now In New York,
the Walnut Hill farm paid for Helen
iitemal strife in Honduras.
men to extinguish it.
''
were present.
declares that General Pasqual Orozco, country

FOR

AT MERCY OF

DISASTER

BECOMING AN

IS PLACED

INSURGENTS

OUTCAST

D

--

--

e,

IT

t

T

T

trotter by Prodigal
Hale, a
and Red Silk. Sibyl Knight, a full
sister to Helen Hale, and a dozen oth
er Bailey horses, also went to the
Walnut Hill larm.

one-thir-

d

,

.

Gen-Oroz- co

m'd-wint-

,

HOUSE WILL BE

A FAMINE IN CHINA SPREADS
Washington, Feb. 3. An urgent Bo
real for aid to relieve famine condi
tions in China has been received by
the American National Red
t REPUBLICAN CAUCUS
AGREES ON
ciety from Chairman Ferguson of the
CON-- ,
APPORTIONMENT
OF
Mr.
Shanghai relief commission.
GRESS
Ferguson cabled that in Nanking and
other famine centers from 50,000 to
100,000 famine refugees are starving
TO HAVE 301 MEMBERS
The
in hovels and swampy lands.
consociety announces it will forward
tributions sent to it at Washington.
THIS IS ONE REPRESENTATIVE

THEJAME

Oi-oi- s

TWO MILLION FOR MINISTERS
Chicago, Feb. 3. Two million dol

FOR EACH 211,877 OF

POPU-LATIO-

lars for the support of superannuated
ministers of the Methodist Episcopal INCLUDES NEW STATES
church has been decided on by tfie
board of conference claimants of the
national body. Of this, one million IT MEANS ONE CONGRESSMAN
EACH FOR NEW MEXICO
dollars will be for distribution next
AND ARIZONA
year to worn out ministers, the widows of deceased pastors and depend
ent children. The other million Is to Washington, Feb. 3. A house mem
be raised for a permanent fund.
bership of 391 as at present was the
congressional reapportionment plan
HONOR FOR VAN DYKE
Princeton, N. J., Feb. 3. The cross agreed upon by the republican caucus
of the Legion of Honor has been con- of the house last night. The proposi
ferred on the Rev- - Dr. Henry Van tion which was Introduced by Mr.
Dyke, English professor of Prince
of Kansas, first was defeatton University, hy President Fallleres Campbell
ot France. It was given "in appreci ed 56 to 91, but later was reconsid
ation of his merits as author, teacher, ered, and adopted 70 to 55.
thinker and poet." Doctor Van Dyke
About 150 republican members of
delivered a course of lectures at the the house attended the caucus last
Sorbonne last year.
night to decide upon the party policy
as to congressional reapportionment
on the basis of the latest census.
PAPER RENEWS ITS
The first hill considered was that
ATTACH ON MONARCH reported by Mr. Crumpacker of In--,'
dianaL chairman ot the house commit
tee on census, fixing the house mem
PUBLICATION
DECLARES
PARIS
bership after March 3, 1913, at 433.
CORRESPON
CONVICTION
OF
on a ratio of population to represen
DENT TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE
tatives ot 211,977 as against 194,182
ta at
This Includes Arizona and New
Mexico and any. states after the date
433.
Axed will be additional to the
would
that
number
fhB
iowst
i.
,ih
a rep
prevent any stele from losing
pre-en-

Paris, Feb. 3. Edward H. James,
whose
the editor of the Liberator,
article was the basis cf the suit
against Edward Myllus, conviitsd In
London for libelling King George, .iaa
issued a statement saying the tri:il
of his. British agent was illegal and
the proceedings a " white washing.'
The statement proceeds:
"The trial was illegal bcai.s-- Mv-liwas not Indicted but was tried
wbldi
under 'an information
Is used only in charges ot sedition.
It was a whitewashing because the
crown had no right to call witnesses
to disprove charges when the defendant had refused to offer evidence
proving the charges. Myllus having
refused to substantiate the charge
that bigamy was practiced, the case
ended immediately.
to proceed be"Mylius refused
cause the king refused to testify. Had
the king gone on the stand and sworn
that the marriage had not occurred,
I would be glad to apologize in the
Liberator, which under the circum- stances can only attack the trial as
a violation of almost every principle
of English law, evidence and liberty."

n

t,

MEMBERSHIP OF

STORK TELEPHONE
Columbia, Mo., Feb. 3.

PROBLEM

Every death
and every birth in a small city means
about three hundred extra telephone
calls, according to figures given out.
by the Columbia Telephone company.
After the necessary calls for the doctor, undertaker, relatives and others,
the news spreads among friends over
the wires. Then the acquaintances
take it up, the telephone officials say,
until persons on the rural exchanges
out in the country are hearing of the
deaths of persons whom they never
knew or heard of. A birth will cause
not so many telephone calls but each
conversation is longer because more
women will use the telephone.
MAGAZINE APOLOGIZES
New York, Feb. 3. Counsel for the
Standard Oil company, which recent-

t.

resentative.
Mr. CrumDacker explained li's mi
In detail to the house. He showed
how under,the 433 plan no state would
lose a member, New York would p:in
fitv Pennsylvania, four, California and
Oklahoma three, Illinois, Massachus .
etts, New Jersey, Texas and Washing-....j
wumuU,
ton two, and AiaDama,
Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana,
NortD
Michigan, Minnesota, Montana,
and South Dakota, onio, vregou.
Utah. Rhode Island and West Virginia
one each.
This action, together with the de
feat of a plan to offset tne negro
disfranchisement in the south, urged
hv Mr. Bennett and Mr. Olcott ot
New York and opposed by Mr. Gaines
of West Virginia and others occurred
tne
during the six hours session of
caucus.
Several propositions were pending,
including the Campbell proposition
leaving the house as it stands today;
a proposition by Mr. Elvins, ot Missouri, favoring 402 members, a pro
position by Mr- - Stafford of Wiscon397
representing
for
members,
sin,
views said to be held by Speaker
Cannon and other house leaders, and
the Crumpacker idea of 433 members,
urged at the outset by its author.
The Campbell plan was first taken
uo and finally put through, the de
tails of carrying out the scheme he-Ing left to the census committee which
will prepare the way for action at
this session of congress.
The caucus developed into a rather
Btonny one when the Bennett
plan was proposed.
The proposition directed the preparation of a bill to carry out Section 2.
of the Fourteenth amendment to the
federal constitution so as to cut down
the representation of any state ex
actly to the extent that the negroes
were disfranchised by such state.
This proposition was defeated after
considerable speech making, 72 to
48, the same number ot representa
it as voted
tives voting against
against the consideration of reapportionment at this session, when the
vote was 80 to 48.

ly began damage suits for
million dollars against
Hampton's
and for
Magazine, as publishers,
$100,000 against Cleveland Moffett, the
writer of an alleged defamtory stte-meconcerning the company, has
received
written retractions
from
both. The article referred to the
manufacture and sale of Impure candies, and said the Standard Oil com
ARCHBISHOP STILL ALIVE
pany manufactured and sold Impure
materials which went Into the canPhiladelphia, Feb. 3. The condition
ies, and that when the various dealers of Archbishop Ryan showed slight im
were arrested and fined, the com provement this morning. No, hope of
recovery ia entertained,, ho'.vover.
pany paid the fines. "
one-four- th

and orchard scenes of great interest
Each course of the meal is taken up
and dealt with separately. Marion
Harland has refused publishers the
right to sell the book, preferring that
it be given the nation's housewives
without charge. As a consequence
the National Canners' association, of
which Frank E. GorrelL Bel Air, Md,
is secretary, has undertaken to dls
tribute copies to housewives, gratis,
ENGLISH
EXPERT
SURPRISED merely requesting a two cent stamp PROPOSED
AT CRITICISM OF EFFIto cover mailing.

AMERICAN ROADS

ALBUQUERQUE TO

LEAD ALL IN

WHOOP ER UP
FOR TEDDY

ECONOMY

TO

STATEHOOD

CIENCY

MAKE

HIS

VISIT

WITH

GIGANTIC
CELEBRATION

ten long ago, "but I can paint. I will
make for you a handsome picture."
a picture
The landlord, thinking
better than nothing at all, told tbe
man to get busy. The picture now in
the city hall is the result.
The pictrue hung in a billiard room
of the hotel for several years. Later,
when the Plaza hotel was built, it occupied a conspicuous position on the
wall in that hostelry. Then It was
given to the local post of the G. A, R.
The old soldiers kept the picture for
some time but It was too cumbersome
and they began looking about for a
place to put it. The city council gave
the veterans permission to hang the
painting in the council chamber of the
city hall. Theer it remained for some
time. Then repairs were made and
the council room was repainted and
papered. The old picture was placed
In the room on the second floor. There
it probably will remain for years, as
nobody seems to care about putting It
to any other use. Only those who attend political primaries and band rehearsals have seen the old painting In
a good many years.

CASUALLABORERS

as no Equal for

Coughs and Colds

FAIL TO REACH

"For all ,hroat and lung trouble
and a a general tonic there
compare with
u nothing to Malt
Whiskey,"
Pure
Duffy'
Habitch.
Mrs.
George
says
n
for her
And used as a
it has
bathing,
after
baby
little
chap.
him
a healthy
made
Duffv's Pure Malt Whis
and colds and as a
for
coughs
key
find
I
great relief. I
tonic and
cannot give it enough praise.
also use it for my baby. I rub it

MILWAUKEE
THE BEER CITY

.

BADLY

DISAP-

POINTED AT FAILURE OF
HOBO INVASION

rub-dow-

r

GRIDIRON RULES TO STAND
I
New York, Feb. 3. Both criticism
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 3. Though
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 3. To
New York, Feb. 3. The members
meetwas
fixed
this
date
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not yet been hampered by any accidents.
The water works company is pleased with the showing which It has thus
far made, and If the supply continues
to increase with depth the chances
look very bright for the people of
Silver City having an abundant water supply next summer.
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PEOPLE

THE

"We beiievo'"that
the loni,"run
people are, going to treat railroad Investments )ust as they treat all other
investments for the development of
that section. They cannot afford anything else."
declaIn making this broad-minderation, and in adopting a
policy of improvement at this time
of general depressir n among tne Wall
street Interests, President Robert S.
Lovett of the Harriman lines shows
himself to be one of the great rail
road men of his day.
He is right in trusting the people.
There has never been a hint, from
any source, of any desire whatever
on the part of the people to harm
the railroads. The people every
where appreciate the necessity of
railroads;
everywhere the people
want to give them everything that is
due them and the men who manage
them.
No road that has been honestly
managed need fear in the least the
result of the present demand for , a
stricter regulation of railroads by
the government. Unfair rates will
be corrected, the watering of stocks
will be prohibited, dividends may even
be limited to a fair return on the In
vestment. But never for a moment
would the people countenance
any
confiscation of property, or the work
ing of any injustice to the railroads.
In

1
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IT SUITS
Monday tke special committee on
city eewer will bold another meet
ing to discuss further some of the
points involved in the questions they
are considering. In view of the manner in which the property owners in
the proposed sewer district have
shown their strong approval of the
committee's plan as thus far outlined
It is hardly to be expected that a
change of program will take placeThe district plan has met with al
most unanimous approval and should
be put into operation. The senUnieiu
.- -e
citizens runs strongly in favor
of a sewer system now and it should
be built w.- - all possible dispatch.
We are sure we voice the opinion of
the community in saying that the
sooner dirt begins to fly In the proposed sewer district the better the
propel ly owners will be pleased.
-

o

PIJOGKESS IN GOVEKNMENT

.

o

WE NEED MOKE SHADE

TREES

Strangers in Las Vegas compliment
the city on the number of trees that
line its thoroughfares, but in a majority of cases these visitors come
from towns and cities that are alnrost
bald of shade trees. We should have
more trees.
It is a pleasure to note that in the
residence districts trees have been
set out on nearly every street and
that in some sections they are already large enough to afford shade
There is nothing that will beautify
the city more than to line the streets
with trees and in Las Vegas It should
be done at once.
Las Vegas can do this work none
too soon. The time to plant trees
la now. The time to seed the lawns
is also now.
Then in a few years
the trees are of a uniform size and
the city is so strikingly beautiful as
to elicit praise from all who see it
Except in a few neglected sections,
Las Vegas property ' owners have
given attention to tree planting and
the result is wonderful. Many of the
streets are lined with trees, block
after block, presenting long vistas of
green In the summer season. I mipht
as well be that way throughout the
entire city. The cost Is slight and
the sightliness adds to the value of
the property.
If this care Is exercised. Las Vegas
will soon gain a reputation for being
a beautiful city. It has the advant
age of many towns In having been
laid out on beautiful lines and with
the proper enterprise It will soon sui
pass anything in the Southwest as a
city of trees and green lawns.

Senator Johnathan Bourne, of Oregon, is m the spot-ligh- t
again as the
principal officer in an organization
that has for its object the injection
of the germ of progress into American governmental methods. Senator
Bourne is far from being
with laziness.
Some people of reactionary tendency
are prone to think and say that the
times are out of Joint. The progres
sives think and say the same thing;
but for a different reason: they think
we are getting ahead too slowly. It
would be well 'for the latter class to
remember that cataclysmic- changes
have never had salutary effects on
any government or people. The warp
and woof of governmental institutions
cannot be split In shreds without
grave danger. Particularly is this
true when those who advocate the
changes have patent remedies on
hand with which to treat and cure the
ills our body politic is heir to. Such
remedies are the unmodified and
o
thorough-goin- g
initiative, and the recall as applied to officers other than
ROOSEVELT IN ACTION
those occupied with executive duties.
AGAIN
It is to be greatly regretted that
the membership roll of the Bourne
The newspapers of the country
Progressive 'League has on its pages have been having a lot of fun with
the names of men who have been Colonel Roosevelt. They have been
considered to be the coining men Initiating him in the "down-and-oof the country.
Terbaps they are club," asking him whether the price
still so considered; but it is to be of his literary output has not declinfeared that when they do come the ed from a dollar a word to thirty
country will go. These men, in ad- cents and congratulating the Oyster
vocating the adoption of the most Bay mail carrier on the lightening
virulent and dangerous form of the of his work. And the
colonel has
initiative, are blissfully and entirely answered nothing, says the Cleveland
Leader.
forgetful that there is a
field of knowledge known
But It is apparent that be does
as History, and that It deals with not intend to continue saying nothand attempts in some measure to ex- ing much longer. The country will
from him plenteously next
plain the knottiest and most difficult hear
problem of all the ages the nature spring, if not sooner. Then ne will
of man as man. In thus losing sight start on a tour fully as extensive as
of the fundamental factor of all gov- the famous one made by President
ernment they omit entirely the integer Taft last year, and it goes without
that Is most important in the forma- saying that It will be a speech maktion of a scheme of progressive gov- ing journey.
ernment in this country or in any
He will leave New York on March
other.
They forfeet also, we fear, 8, just after the rew democntic contne ultimate object or any govern- gress comes into existence. His first
ment. If government is an institu stop will be at Atlanta, Ga-- , where he
tion for the protection of the weak will address the Southern Commeragainst the strong we are certain cial Congress. Then he goes to the
their plan is doomed to eventual and child labor convention at Birmingham,
dismal failure. If, on the other Ala. He will speak at Jackson,
lhand, government is an institution Miss., and New Orleans.
At S.m
for the protection
of the strong Antonio, Tex., he will talk again and
against the weak, we have nothing at Albuquerque, N. M., he will foremore to say except that we, for our gather with some of his Rough RidIn Arizona he will dedicate
part, are able to take our chances ers.
with the rest.
the great Roosevelt irrigation dam.
Before the people of these United He will deliver an address at Phoenix,
States pledge their support to the Ariz., and others at Los Angeles,
of Senator Berkeley and- - San Francisco, Calif.
opressive ; League
'rue, they must be made to see, He will go through Oregon and Nef ee clearly, that what Is popular vada and visit Seattle and
Spokane.
necessarily beneficial, and that Idaho and Montana are his next ob"ase, what Is called progres-reaat-y jective points,' and beyond that his
as far Itinerary has t.ot letn fixed.
concerned and positive- The colonel Will' do a great deal of
And all of it
practice.
talking on this tour.
bed-ridde- n
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will not be about commerce,-- child
labor and crops. He wilj arouse the
enthusiasm anl determination if lis
hearers as surely as be has ;u iLe
message
past, If he has any su-:to give them os that which he trumpeted while he was in the White
House.
Roosevelt's swing arounl the gteat
circle will be followed closely by the
entire country. There are possibilities in it which "may ce of moment
during the' toext two yeau.
f
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C. V. HEDGCOCK.

BEN LEWIS.
DR. H. W. HEYMANN.
DR. F. H. CRAIL.
W. J. FUGATE.
R. F HAY S.CHARLES GREENCLAY.
0. L. GREGORY.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
F. O. BLOOD.

If the new styles for men that are
threatened come to Las Vegas we
snail see sights. It has been decreed
by the tailors' association that we
must wear corset coats and trousers
that fit like a sticking plaster.
There are
and knock-kneemen in Las Vegas who may
have to take to
the woods. We
shall not name them. It is not the
duty of a newspaper to tell all that
may be known or all that its reporters can find out. On account of the
respectaibility of tbeir families some
men are not exposed. It would not
be surprising to learn that an organization has been formed to fight
off this innovation.
If this change is thust upon us
there are to be no more padded
shoulders and belled-ou- t
trousers.
Every man will stand forth in his
true colors, or at least in his natural
form. He will not be padded at the
shoulders to have the appearance of
a military man when in reality his
shoulders slope down like the roof of
a California bungalow. It is going to
be tough.
The trousers will be so tight that
every man who wears them will have
to cut his corns before he can get
into them. This will be bad for the
d
man and almost as bad
for those whose knees knock together
as they walk.
There are also some fat men In
Las Vegas who are going to have
great difficulties when they try to
shrink themselves into corset coats
and mcsquito trousers. They will be
up against it. Indeed, we are going
to see sights when the new styles
v
come along.

TYPEWRITER
and the UNDERWOOD stands out as
the best machine one permitting the
greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is

FLECK ESTATE.

"The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy"

H. C. SMITH.
C. C. ROBBINS.

CLARENCE IDEN.
CECILIO ROSENWALD.

FRANK SPRINGER.
C. H. SPORLEDER.
C. D. BOUCHER.

M.

J T IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in construction. The Underwood Type Bar Stroke has
but three elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar.

'

W.G. HAYDON.
R. J. TAUPERT.
HENRY G. COORS.
W. J. LUCAS.
JOHN S. CLARK.

'

GREENBERGER.

SIG NAHM.

JAKE STERN.
DAN STERN.
D. T. HOSKINS.

Underwood Typewriter Company

DR. C. S. LOSEY.
DR. W. R. TIPTON.
B. F. FORSYTHE.
DR. W. P. MILLS..
W. N. ROSENTHAL.
GEORGE H. HUNKER.
;
W. J. BENJAMIN.

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary irregularities. They are tonic
In action, quick in results and afford
a prompt relief from all kidney disorders. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

INCORPORATED

John Rogers,

How to cure a cold Is a question In
which many are interested just now,
Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has
won its great reputation and immense
sale by its remarkable cure of colds.
It can always be depended upon. For
sale by all druggists.

Native steers

This is Shoe
Week
at Bacharachs

REPORTS

f 5.25

6.50;

southern

steers $4.755J0; southern cows

$3.25
4.75; native cows and heifers $3.25
feeders $4.605.80;
6; stockers

buns $45; calves $4.508; western
steers $56; western cows $3.255.

Hogs $4,500, market five to ten
higher. Bulk $4.5O7.60; 'heavy $7.40
7.55; packers and utchers $7.45
7.65; light $7.557.65.
Sheep, 1,000, market ten to fifteen
nETAL
higher. Top lambs $6; muttons $3.50
New Yprk, Feb. 3. Lead, market
4.30; lambs $5.256; fed wethers
Standard copper, and year'lngs
steady 440450;
$45.25; fed western
steady; spot and March 11951215. ewes $3.504.

ENTIRE

7--

5--

52

STOCK including all sizes, all grades and all numbers
reduced.

exchange any shoe bought, we take pleasure in giving
a
you perfect fit. This is unquestionably the biggest bargain sale of
high shoes we have ever had.

To Women

f-- 8.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
WOOL
Feb. 3. Cattle 1,500, mar
Chicago,
3.
market
Feb.
Wool,
St. Louis,
ket'
steady. Beeves $4.806.80; Texas
lower. Territory and western mediums
steers
$45.25; western steers $4
12
1922; fine mediums 1618; fine
5.25; stockers and feeders $3.70
5.65; cows and heifers
$2.605.75;
calves $6.50g)8.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Hogs 17,000, market slow to five
Chicago, Feb. 3. Wheat, May 95
Corn, May 50 14; higher. Light $7.457.80; mixed $7.30
Ju'y 93
7.70; heavy $7.057.55; rough $7.05
14. Oats May 33
July. 51
7.25; good to choice heavy $7.25
32
Pork
1830;
May
July
July
7.55;
pigs $7.457.90; bulk $7.40
98
July 97072
1770; Lard May
7.60.
960.
982
July
Ribs, May
Sheep 4,000 market strong. Native
$2.404.30; western $2.254.30; yearKANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City. Feb. 3. Cattl 1,00, in lings $4.405.50; lambs, natlye $4.25
6.10; western $4.256.05. "'
cluding 100' southerns, market steady.
8

YOU like to wear good shoes- -if

you are willing to pay $3.19 for a pair
IF that will fit you and please you, we'll
give you a chance right now to

get the greatest values you ever saw at the price. We'll gjve you
your
choice of our 1,500 pairs in black vici or gun metals,
oxfords or
patents,
shoes heavy or light weights, the best and newest
styles of the season all
good makes and guaranteed absolutely to give you satisfaction
It's' the
best chance you'll get this year to buy a pair of the best shoes"
made for
much less than their actual value. Any of the
can
be had in
following
Blucher, Button or Straight Lace.
f

Te "tf.ReedUA
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What We Have to Offer

$3.50, $3.75 and $4.00 Patent Colt, Patent
Kid, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Tan Calf,
' 'French Kid,
Goodyear, Welt or
On

TIasJbeen in force for oyer two years and
has given universal satisfaction Our
prices the lowest possible for cash 10
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.

in

if 6 A"

"''''Hand Turned.

Made by Krippendorf, Ditmann, Reeds,
Ziegler

...

AT

2

$4.50 and $5.00, Cravenette, Suede, Velvet, Patent Kid, Gun' Metal, French
Kid, Tan Calf, Patent Colt,' Shoes
(JQ ne
or Oxfdrds As to E E Lasts sizes 2 to 8 yUMJD

OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM
r-

Las Vegas

FRED NOLETTE,
COLONEL R. E. TWTTCHEL,

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

S'lver

Exclusive Agent,

!

You are probably aware that pneumonia always results from a cold, but
you never heard of a cold resulting in
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy was traed. Why take the
risk when this remedy may be had
for a trifle? For sale by all druggists.

3--

STANDARD

M. M. PADGETT.

E. V. LONG.
T. W. HAYWARD.
1. K. LEWIS.

jirr

$

UNDERWOOD

SIMON BACHARACH.
ISAAC BACHARACH.
HERMAN ILFELD.
:
J. S. DUNCAN, SR.
M. N. CHAFIN.
F. J. GEHRING.
INVESTMEN AND AGENCY CORPORATION.
MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
GEORGE A. FLEMING.
LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD.
GUS LEHMANN.
HARRY W. KELLY.
F. H. PIERCE.

bow-legge-

44

"

:

FRED WESTERMAN.

d

HONEY AND STOCKS
New York)1(Feb. 3. Call money 2 4
2 2 per cent; prime mercantile pa2
per
per cent. Mexican dol
lars 45. Amalgamated 65
Sugar
119
Atchison 106; Great North
ern pfd. 129
N. Y. Central 114
Northern Paci"c 126; Reading 158
Southern Pacific 120; Union , Pacific
178
Steel 80
pfd. 120.

.ff.il

i

1lNUUitr'Utii.T!i every uesireuioauuioui
typewriting machines into one and compare ix,
feature with feature, working part with Ojitfrig.
part, with the

DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
iSv'i.lDAVIS, JR.
E. ' GTilURPHEY.
A. M. ABLER.
J. C. JOHNSEN.

NEW STYLES ARE COMING

bow-legge- d
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515-51- 7
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TAUPERT'S
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0 PERSONALS

NATURALIZATION

CF WINTER

.flniingnd
'WJsSinr3
colds

nights

mean
disagreeable feeling"
thv. makes life miserable; to
u.vus which the
tntr.

.,

A.
CI

I

IS

I

DA

and GRIPPE REMEDY
macea.

No cold rem-ow-n
brings about surer
or we certain relief. No
fai
should be without
box t A. D. S. Cold and
Gr tc Remedy. 25c box at
ed

--

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

F

BEEF
PORK
MUTTON
VEAL
CHICKENS
.

HAMS AND

first

BACON

TOURIST

GO-CA-

144 AND 145,

REGULATIONS

RTS

The Princess
and Other

1911

with Hood
and Rubber Tire Wheels.

mm

tie
Opposite

Qo-Co- rt

Y. M. C. A..

DUN

E. Las Vegas

TO RELIEVE

BUTLER

JS

MANAGER

JOERNS

CALLS ATTENTION TO
PORTANT CHANGES

Carts

Ci Uapsible

VJHY?

CLERK JOHN

DISTRICT

Models of

$3.! 5 for the "Allwin" $7.50

SANITARY
DAIRY
Oeoausa of tho Following Correct Conditions

REVISED

Are Now on Display, Also

IM-- .;

,

1

Attention Is called by Jfchn' Joerns,
clerk of the Fourth judicial district
court, to some comparatively new
regulations regarding naturalization.
Under the new ruling whenever a
naturalized citizen or person whose
declaration of becoming a citizen of the
United States has been made loses
his certified papers it is necessary
for him to make a statement under
oath to the clerk of the coirft as to the
conditions and place where the papers
were issued and full information concerning the place and circumstances
under which the papers were lost or
destroyed.
When the clerk receives such Information It ia necessary for him to
forward the statement and such
as he may posses to the bureau of Immigration and naturalization. No new papers can be issued
until the bureau has reported the result of its investigation.
In cases
where certificates are desired by persons wishing to file on government
land, these cannot be Issued unless the
application is accompanied by the original certificate, which is to be used
for comparison.
infor-amtio-

Separate Concrete Floored Building.
Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
Air-tigeasily removed bottle caps.
The above conditions at least seem to have been entirely overlooked by all other milk producers in this vicinity.
4. City water exclusively or stock and
cleansing purposes.
'
5. All cows tested by government official.
6. Up to date cooling and
aerating system.
7. Strictest rules of cleanliness observed
throughout
We wish to emphasize the first three conditions enumerated
above, because of the Importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the country. These health boards' realize
the the dangerous1 power of milk (especially warm milk) to absorb
and multiply alarmingly, the d sease bacteria which may exist in the
milk vesaelB or in the air of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or
in any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of sunlight, the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all other buildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
successors to the( Moye, Geyer and Corbett dairies.
W so'icit your patronage and guarantee prompt service and
dairy products at jeast equal n quality to thoae of any other producer.
Z.
3.

n

Tm

BOY SCOUTS ON HIKE
Tomorrow the Las Vegas patrol of
the Boy Scouts of America will take
its first "hike" into the country. In
charge of Patrol Master George
the scouts will leave the T.
.M C, A. building in the morning at
9 o'clock. The destination of the party is being kept a eejoet, as a real
atout never knows where Le is going
to be directed until the last moment
before the journey is bsgun; It is h
duty to obey orders.
Each of the scouts is expected to
bring with him three potatoes. Meat
will be furnished. While in the coun
try the scouts will be examined as to
their ability. Each member of the
patrol win be required to build a
camp fire with only two matches and
cook potatoes and meat The cooking
will have to be done so that the
"grub" is fit to eat or the scout will
remain in the tenderfoot class. The
boys are looking forward to an enjoyable outing.

(SlJd)BII3Q

HOST US STATEHOOD
ELKINS'

CONGRATULATION
OF
SENATOR BURROWS DEFEAT-- 1
ED BILL IN .1876
.

when a
Mexico,
man, went to New
he learned the Spanish lanand In time was sent to Washas the delegate from that tersays Collier's. He had a voice
on the floor of the house, but no vote.
In 1876, when Colorado was admitted
(o the Union, New Mexico was also
to have been admitted. It may seem
strange now, but New Mexico was
supposed at the time to have the larger claim to statehood. New England
was opposed to the admission of New
Elkins had gone among the
Mexico.
southern members of the house and
secured enough votes to offset this
republican defection.
James Q. Blaine, the republican
leader of the house, had advised that
the New Mexico and Colorado "jllls
be "taken up, one immediately after
the other. Just before these !iU3
came up, Julius Caesar Burrows, now
senator from Michigan, had made a
speech In the house. It was a somewhat bitter arraignment of the
a favormethods of the south
ite device, just then, for pleasing
nortrern prejudice. Elkins, coming
on to the floor of the house from one
of tie cloak rooms Just as Burrows
had concluded, had not heard the
speech, but as he saw many members
congratulating Burrows, he innocently
A
joined his o.i congratulations.
tew minutes later the house voted to
admit the Centennial state, but rejected New Mi?xrco. As Elkins had
hoped to be one of the senators from
the new state, his error returned
swiftly home, but could not stop his
career for long.
He wen tq New York subsequently,
and it wa often'said of him that everything he touched prospered financially. One of his Missouri schoolmates failed in Wall street in the
panic of 1884. Elkins voluntarily offered him $350,000 in cash to help him
through the panic. His friend, howr
ever, refused the offer.
The
joung
where
guage,
ington
ritory,

late Senator Elklna,

jo11-tic-

Strengthen
the Body
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?

j

For the day1s work on

Grape-Nut- s
(

I

and Cream.
DELICIOUS!

"

Manager.
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WHOLESALE DEALERS- -

TRADE

MARK

ONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

IN NEW MEXIOO

COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

SIX

Groceries, Hardware,

Dry'nGoods

v

INNOCENT MISTAKE

A, AICERS,

.

LARGE CAVE DISCOVERED
Dan Daly of Fort Madison, la., a
While blasting out rock in the PRESIDENT OF POWER COMPANY
Santa Fe employe, is here 01 official
business. Mr. Daly formerly resided quarries of the Canyon Lime com
HERE TO TEMPORARILY LOOK
in m Yegas and has many iriends pany a few days ago employes of that
AFTER MXTTERS
here.
concern discovered the mouth of
men
cave.
have
Several
explor
Mrs. Hattie Hirshhorn arrived last large
C. K. Durbln, president of the Las
evening from her home in Kansas ed the cavern but none has as yet
Vegas
Railway and Power company,
end.
to
the
City and will be the guest of her succeeded in penetrating
accompanied
by E. C. Butler, who
Is
in
immense
cave
believed
the
is
It
Mrs.
Herman Ilfeld, for some
sister,
size. Several young men are planning recently resigned as local manager
time.
to explore the cavern to its most re for the corporation, arrived in the
Eugenia Romero will return tomor
mote
recesses. The opening is wide city last night and will spend a
row from Estanoia, where he has been
the
passage gradually narrows short time here looking after the afon an extended trip, to attend the but
down
until
it is necessary for explor fairs of the company. Mr. Durbin
meeting of the Las Vegas grant
ers to crawl. Beyond this narrow will relieve Mr. Butler as manager
board.
the cavern again widens. Sev temporarily until a successor for the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jonnsen have place
eral pretty specimens of crystal have former manager can be found. This
returned from their wedding trip to
probably will be Mr. Cutler's last
been taken from the cave.
California. They came home by way
visit here for ome time a ho ex- 1ST
Denver, stopping in Salida and oth
pcts,,xut to leave his home in Al'
er Colorado" towns.
buquerque and 'go to Denver where
he will engage in the coal business,
Cleofes Romero, warden of the ter NEGRO WHO FROZE
Mr. Butler bas made an efficient man
ritorial penitentiary, who has been
some
time
in
San Miguel
spending
FEET LIKELY TO DIE ager and the company suffered
loss when his resignation was receiv
county looking after cattle and other
ed. It is the intention of the com
interests, returned last night .to his
PRIZE WINNING RECIFE
GANGRENE DEVELOPS IN CASE OF pany to maintain the best and mo3t
headquarters in Santa Fe.
The Raisin Growers' Association of
efficient service as has been done In
POISON AFDICK JOHNSON
B. Franklin, an attorney In the
5outhern California recently offered a
the past
United States forestry service, was
prize for the best recipe for raisin bread.
FECTS MIND
The following won the prize:
here yesterday from his headquarters
Soak 1 yeast cake In 1
cups of potato
in Albuquerque. He called on Court
mix In enough flour to make
water;
a
BASKETBALL AT Y. M. C. A.
Serious complications have develop
stilt
beat five minutes. Let stand
batter;
Clerk John Joerns and examined cer ed in the condition
over
In
the
two
night.
scald
morning
Basketball and volleyball will be the cups of sweet
of Dick Johnson,
milk, into which put one
tain records in which the forest serthe obstreperous negro in the county amu-- nent tomorrow evening in the rounded8 teaspoon Cottolene, 1 tablespoon
salt,
vice is interested.
When milk
tablespoons
sugar.
jail. Gangrene has attacked the man's Y. Ml 0. A. gymnasium. The Seniors is lukewarm mix with the yeast; add
to
flour
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Robinson, of
make
a
enough
beat
stilt
batter;
and
the
will
teams
Normal
were
some
which
frozen
the
time
play
feet,
about ten minutes; let rise. When suffWellington, Kan., are in Las Vegas, ago. The poison has become circulat- third game in the association league iciently raised add two cups of seeded or
raisins ; mix ; add more flour and
called Tiere by the serious illness of ed In Johnson's system and his mind series. The Seniors have defeated seedless
knead until dough Is smooth; let rise.
Make
into
loaves
bake 1 hour. When
Mrs. Robinson's father, N. B. Roso- is said to have become affected. Dr. the
Highs a id have announced their baked, wet top ofandloaf with sugar and
Mr.
to
Robinson
water
hot
is
a
well
known
berry.
prevent crust hardening.
M. F. Des Marais, who was called intention of taking the measure of the
Note the use of Cottolene.
Santa Fe locomotive engineer running to examine the man this morning, pro Normals.
out of Wellington.
As a prel ninary amusement the
nounced his case serious and ordered
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
him removed to the Las Vegas hos- Business Men's squad will play a se In
the wood. Direct from distillery
These con
PLENTY OF MOISTURE IN SOIL pital. Johnson has fought against ries of voile: 'all games.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
August Bentner, a farmer who re- medical treatment from the time he tests are exacted to furnish a lot of
sides on a ranch near Watrous, says hobbled into Las Vegas on a pair of fun for the tpectators.
Seniora Hayward,
The lineui ':
there is, an abundance of moisture in improvised crutches. The county an4
the soil in, spite of the
city officials exercised all their in- center; Lorenzen and Yates, forwards;
dry weather. Recently he plowed genuity to presuade or force the man Koogler and Schoeny, guards. Nor
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
deeply severalacres of his farm. At to receive medical aid but he refused. mals Gallegov center; Ellis and Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Comstock and
a depth of only, a few inches he found Had proper treatment been accepted Koogler, forwards;
Building Job Work a Specialty
,
the ground as moist as though a heavy by the man at first he would not now Fredericks, guards.
Opposite Optic
Phone, Main 338
In volleyball the following teams
rain had fallen Vonly a few days be- be in such a serious condition.
will oppose each other: Reds Mills,
fore. Somewhat deeper but within
of'
O'Malley, Deiaia, Tooker and Carey.
Bentner
Mr.
reaoh
the
plow
easy
Shll- discovered dirt 'so wet that it could THE DOCTOR'S QUESTION Whites Baker. Ilfeld, Kinkel,
T
and
intJo
linglaw
Mr.
mud
balls.
moulded
be
i
Bentner came to New Mexico from
farm-lng
MUCH SICKNESS DUE TO BOWEL
Wisconsin, where he engaged in
Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
for many years. He believes New
Resulv from c.sordered kidneys. Fol
DISORDERS
ey Kidney Pi'ls have helped others,
Mexico offers a better opportunity to
they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
the agriculturist than that state. InA doctor's first question when con,
says: "For a long
Syracuse, N.
for
the
use
into
methods
put
telligent
sulted by a patient is, "Are your bow- time I sufferei with kidney trouble
CapHalPmldln
conservation of moisture In the soil, els regular?" He knows that 98 per and rheumatisi : I had severe backMr. Bentner thinks, will enable New cen of illness is attended with inac- aches and felt 11 played out After
$100,000.00
two hot' ra of Foley Kidney
Mexico fanners to grow large crops.
tive bowels and torpid liver, and that taking
Is gone and where
Pills my backai
this condition must be removed gently
used tolle i ike with rheumatic
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
and thoroughly before health can he pains. I now si f ? in comfort. Foley
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to restored.
Kidney Pills did ronderful things for
RexalT Orderlies are a positive, plea- me." Try them vow. O. i. scnaerer
cure any 'case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 sant and safe remedy for constipation and Red Cross D ug Co.
We
and .bowel disorders In general.
daya or money' refunded. 60c.
are W certain of their great curative
To horse raise e I want you to see
ARRESTED FOR THEFT
value tnalj we promise to return the Stallion "Iowa J." on Henrietta
Charged with stealing several arti- purchaser's money in every case when ranch 4 2 mile
st of Las Vegas.
cles of jewelry, Francisco Martinez thejj fall to produce entire satisfac- W. F. Calhoun, cner and keeper".
was arrested hy Officer Kelly last tion;
Rexal Orderlies are eaten like cannight The articles are the property
If in need of t " or shrubbery see
of Ervain Martinez, a relative of the dy, they act quietly, and have a soothW.
call at L. G. Cal
F. Calhoun
been
to
have
said
are
and
influence
ing, strengthening, healing
prisoner
office and leave
houn's
is
esta
The
real
jewelry
on the entire intestinal tract. They
stolen from her home.
avenue.
608
order.
$25.
it
your
worth
lxmglaa
Martinez,
be
cause
to
not
do
said
rtftusea,
purge, gripe,
IB "said, pawned the goods to a native Fatulence, excessive
looseness, diarWhen in need i ' an auctioneer see
rhoea or qther annoying effect. They
man '"'for a few' cents each. The
recovered, the jewelry. Mar- are especially good for Children, weak W F. Calhoun and Tt his prices. Sat- tinez isJbeinfiJjeJd in Jail and likely persons or old Jjilks. Two sizes, 25c Lfefiction guarantee.1.
will bave"a hearing tomorrow in the and 10c. Sold only at our store The
Rexall Store; ?JJ. ftMnrphyz;.f : .
ThvtartioteMi
biV' tag.
"

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE

Griggg lias gone to Raton on
business trip.
T A. A, Seiia, territorial mounted po
liceman, went today to Santa Fe on
official business.
Miss Helen Kelly' returned
last MRS. FLORENCE E. MAYBRICK
night from a visit of two weeks to
APPEARS AT Y. M. C- - A.
Manila In 171 On a a
TONIGHT
S 1
y
Charles MjLong ot Lieesburg.Yl'tj
..f
'
is here for
of a wee' or morel
This evening in the Y. M. C. A. hall
to his uncle. Judge E. V. Lon.
Mrs. Florence E. Maybrlck will give
Henry, Rssinger of El Paso la In for the entertainment of the Santa Fe
town on- - A business trip. He styles
employes and their friends her lechimself as a buttermilk salesman.
ture "Prison Reform and Kindred
L Sparks of' Santa Fe, was a visitor
Subjects." Mrs. Maybrlck was releasIn Las egas today. He is manager ed from an
English prison about
of the Saiita Fe telephone exchange. three
years ago after serving a term
William Springer took an extended of several years for the alleged mur
trip Into the country today In his der of her husband. She is an Araeri
auto, for the Charles Ilfeld company. can by birth, having married a rich
re- Englishman. Mrs.
Colonel It. E- - Twitchell has
Maybrick's hus
turned from Albuquerque, where he band died under peculiar circumstanc
has been on legal business for the es and she was convicted of his murder. The evidence was largely cirSanta Fe.
J. G. Rutherford of Albuquerque Is cumstantial. During her term in pri
here with E. C. Butier of the Las son Mrs. Maybrlck made a study of
Vegas Railway and Power company her fellow prisoners.
She learned much of their character
on a visit.
B. M. Barndollar, who makes New and of the circumstances that led to
Mexlco in the interest of the Denver their downfall. Mrs. Maybrlck also
Type Foundry, was here today ou one had an opportunity to study the pri
son system, finding its faults
and
of his periodical visits.
Mrs. Maybrlck has
shortcomings.
Benigno Romero has returned from
for prison reform which will lead
a trip to Albuquerque and the south- plan
'
to the reformation of prisoners, makern part of the territory, where he
ing of them good clt'zens of value
he been selling "La Sanadora."
to the state. Her lecture is full of
J. P. Geyer, who with his son, Fred, interest. It will
begin at 8:30 o'clock.
have been running a drug store in There has been a
large advance reser
Springer for some time, will remove vation of seats.
to that city permanently about March
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HAIL ORDERS

Implements,

SIX

Stoves, Vehicles

w;3rSSE,

USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

S2

83

Jo,,,

Jnsure Prompt 5erv,ce

'

Frank Revell,

long-continu-

t

Order from Optic
Company and
you will get WHAT
you want WHEN you
want it.
Service is what counts.

Pub-lishi- ng

OPTIC

PUBLISHING

COIilPAIIY

San MiguelNational Bank

0
O

"!

Las Utgas

0

J. M. CUNNINQHAM,

President,

FRANK SPRINOER, Vic. Praldent,
O. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

SuFplUB

059,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Three Words

Before making an investment you should always
satisfy yourself that it's safe. Think of that first,
then of the. probable rate of increase. If you're
careful and shrewd you'll put your money into a

Bank
Savings
n For with an institution like the Lag Vegas

iLiiii

o

savings

bank it's'absolutely removed from all risk. What's
more, it increases steadily and at the highest rate
consistent with secure investments. Lastly your
'
capital grows without exertion on your part

,

:

'

,0

.

;;

;LflS VEGAS SAVINGS

BANK

m

0

"
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S6e Optic

WAHT
COLUMN

to rami
Optic's Number, Main 2.

res

FSR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cent per line each Insertion
line.
Estimate six ordinary words to
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
he booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance oreferred. Phone Main 2.

Wanted

A Man, a Maid
and Two Minds
By Susanne Glenn
(Oopri1tat,

ject"

AN AMERICAN woman wants work
by the day. Inquire 710 Lincoln
Avenue.
WANTED Four young horses. N. C.
Kler, Casa Grande, N. M., will be
at the Central Hotel, February 10.
WANTED Every lady and gentleman In Las Vegas to try box ball.

For Sato
FOR SALE Two horses, work harness, buggy, single harness and
household goods. Must be sold at
once. 510 Main avenue.

i
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WILLIAMvlON

HAFFNDRCQ
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Preu.)

Hastened

Into the Bright, Crowded
Station. .
you cannot deny It! Now, you are
and sharp and distant!"
FOR SALJ-- ) Legal blanks of all de- cool
"A most delightful
of
scriptions. Notary Beals and rec- an object so ardently description
adored!" she
ords ai Too Optic office.
said, crisply.
"See, you do evade! I really wish
FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Is- to know, so you need not be afraid
land Red eggs $2.00 and fl.00 set- of hurting me. What is there that
makes this so impossible between
ting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S. us?"
Lewis.
The maid looked down at him critically.
I have received a fine S. C. White
"We should not be happy we are
Leghorn cockerel from the Parkslde not suited to each other!"
"Why?" he persisted.
poultry farm, Pekin, 111. This cocker"You love ease and comfort; I love
Setot
el heads my pen
prize pullets.
You have always had yourDetter-ick- . activity.
A.
Judd
15
of
$1.00.
eggs
ting
self alone to eonsider; I have spent
Phone Purple 6353.
my life thinking of others. I should
weary you, and you would exasperate
me! We are much better apart, my
friend!"
You honestly believe that? Why,
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern you simply justiry the step you
house. 10034 Eighth street
would kill my loneliness and selfishness; I would be a balance wheel to
FOR RENT Furnished front room, the enthusiasm that Is continually
undermining your strength! That
heat, bath, table board if desired. will
not do for an answer. Will you
1038 Fifth street
tell me that you no longer care?"
"That seems superfluous after all
FOR RENT Ranch, one mile out, I have told you," she murmured
north on Eighth street Fenced evenly.
The man rose, moved out of his
and cross fenced. 3 room adobe
calm.
house, stable and large barn. In usual
"Good-by,- "
he said, gently.
quire E. V. Long.
"We are parting friends?" she
asked, kindly.
FOR RENT Stone barn and good lot.
Perhaps I shall be grateful for
that after a while; Just now It seems
See Calhoun.
a poor sort of thing to offer me."
In the weeks that followed there
for
ball
box
FOI! RENT The
alleys
was little outward change In the
howling parties.
man, though he pondered deeply,
What was this shadow that had come
RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs, between the maid and him? Never
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue. In his life had he been so happy as
he had been this summer until the
advent of the Incapable mother and
sister upon whom the maid lavished
her young life brought the beginning
LOST Crescent pin with cross Inside, of the end.
And the maid, watching him furset with pearls, return to Optic and
tively, goaded her pride with his inreecive reward.
difference; her mother had been
right, he cared for nothing but himRemember the Name
self. She ought to be happy that she
all
for
coughs, had found it out in time. And she
Foley's Honey and Tar
and colds, for croup, bronchitis, renewed her devotion to the loved
hoarseness and for racking la grippe ones to whom she meant so much.
coughs. No opiates. Refuse substl
A
Journey alone In the Jolting
tues. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross localnight
was very distasteful even
train
Drug Co.
a little fearful to the maid, but it
seemed advisable that she go ahead
to have everything prepared for the
reception of her mother and sister
when they should return home from
this outing tnat meant merely a
pleasant recreation to them, and so
much misery to her! Just what this
ENGRAVERS-HUNTER- S
return to the old life would be she
dared not consider; he might not be
deserving, yet her heart ached under
its Jaunty garment of pride.
Nervously she dismissed the cab
man, and hastened Into the bright,
crowded station. A feeling of utter
loneliness enveloped her, and she
.
could hardly suppress a cry of Joy at
sight of a tall figure standing pro?
tectlngly beside her.

For Rent

a

Lllormry

"Because it Is the only one upon
which I can think when I am wither at any time! Why do you not answer me? Tou always evade! When
you will answer my questions, I will
not trouble you any longer."
"What is it you wish to know?"
she asked.
"Why you will not marry me.
Why you have changed toward me in
these past weeks. You used to care

By young woman, board
and room with private family. State
price a week and particulars in let
ter. Misa Bessie HanUn, Williams,
Iowa.

f

bf Awoelatod

The man leaned his head back
against the clasped hands and gazed
long at the maid. He looked very
big and easy and comfortable, with
a certain clearness in his face that
Inspired confidence.
The maid was intensely pretty, with
an outward elaborate calmness belled by the light In her eyes and the
color In her cheeks.
"Dear girl," said the man at last,
"why do you not make up your.mind
to marry me?"
"Is it not tiresome?" answered the
maid. "1 think I prefer the weather
as a continuous topic for conversation! Tou sit for hours and say
nothing when you do speak, it is always on this same impossible sub-

.WANTED

FOR SALE House and lot, reasonable terms, also household furniture, horse and buggy. 1102 Lincoln. '

1910,

"You are going alone tonight?"
asked the man a little sharply.
"It seems necessary, and I am perfectly safe," she answered, with a
calmness she was far from feeling.
"Necessary? Well, I shall at least
put you safely in your train. Cornel"
She followed meekly. It was a new
experience to have her baggage attended to as if by magic, and to be
looked after In this
manner. It was several minutes before she realized that he was still sitting beside her and that the train was
moving rapidly.
At her look of astonishment, he
smiled reassuringly, and covered her
hand protectlngly with his own.
"Did you think I ought to let you go
like this? I still have a great deal to
say to you. I am going to sit here
quietly, and I want you to think it all
over honestly and fairly to both of
us; then we will talk about it!"
Suddenly the maid felt her resolution weakening She was tired of
taking the lead in everything, and
this feeling of being cared for
brought such peace and happiness.
She wanted with all her heart to be
loved. She was tired of the war she
was waging against her feelings for
this man, who could be so charming
even while so undeserving. But the
mother and the sister, who depended
upon her so completely!
"Don't you think," said the man as
if In answer to her thoughts, "that
it is time they began doing something for themselves? We need each
other, dear, you cannot .deny it, and
they will be really better and stronger if left to, their own resources.
s
Look at me."
She raised her eyeB breathlessly,
but the tenderness in his face
changed ,to a look of horror as the
car careened with a grinding sound;
then the lights went out, leaving
them In a terrible darkness. Through
the frightened moments that followed, filled with the splintering and
crashing of wood and glass, and .the
hoarse, agonized cries of the passengers, the maid was conscious only
of the protecting arm about her and
the words of encouragement so
quietly spoken.
A blast of damp night air against
her face revived her; the man was
leaving her gently on a grassy bank.
"You will be safe here, dear," he
said hastily. "Stay here so I can
find you. I must go back!"
He
kicked her tenderly, and was swallowed up in the horrible scene.
"Oh, he Isn't selfish he is brave
and generous and good," she sobbed,
alone in an agony of waiting. She
strained her eyes for a sight of him
in the medley below her, but could
see only the limp forms being borne
out by the black, hurrying figures.
After what seemed hours of painful waiting, she saw him coming up
the bank to her again. He sank down
wearily.
"Thank God they are all safely
out," he said, quietly, "and not many
hurt beyond a general scare and
shaking up; we got the fire out, too,
by a miracle. The relief train will
soon be here, now. You are all right
you ftre not hurt?" he asked, turn
ing to her suddenly.
"No no!" she answered
impa
tiently, "and you?"
"Why, I'm all right, child!"
She looked at him closely, at his
smoke-staineface and torn cloth
ing, and the ugly red burns on his
grimy hands. And suddenly she sank
in sobbing abandon in the grass.
With a Joyous comprehension, the
man drew her Into his arms.
When the lmcompetent mother and
sister arrived at their home station
they were met by a strange boy direct
ing them to the leading hotel; and
their bewilderment changed to Impatience at sight of the radiant maid
whc met them in a pleasant private
parlor.
"You were not hurt In the wreck?"
asked the mother casually, thinking
of her own discomfort and this unnecessary delay. 'Then why do we
not go home? Is everything seady for
our reception?"
"I phoned Ellen to prepare for you;
I think everything will be all right.
I have not been to the house myself."
"Not been to the housa! What have
you been doing, pray?" cried the
mother in high dungeon.
"Caring for my husband, who was
rather badly burned rescuing people
frcm the wreck. You know," added
the maid, holding the door open for
them, with a new and disconcerting
dignity, "I was married yesterday
morning!"
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When Virginia
Bought a Dog
By

Jane Osbom

fn)

odted Utsmiy
One cool autumn evening as Burton West was leaving the Comstocks,
after his usual game of crlbbage with
his senior partner, Virginia was wait,
lng for him on the porch.
"Hello, Jinny." said Burton, some-wha- t
"Where have yon
surprised.
been?"
"Haven't been anywhere," was Virginia's answer. "Just waiting for
(OoprrisM.
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br

you."

Virginia started down the stone
steps from the door and beckoned
Burton to follow.
"I have something to tell you," she
exclaimed.
"I don't want him to
know." She cast a furtive glance at
the house to indicate her father, Mr.
Caleb Comstock.
She drew close to Burton's side and
"It's something I
spoke eagerly.
want you to do. It would be the most
natural thing in the world and It
won't cost you a penny. Say you'll
do it!" She looked steadily at him.
It struck Burton quite by force that

her eyes were pretty and that the
"child" Virginia had grown to be
quite a woman.
"Go on, child," he said. "I won't
promise till I know."
"There is a perfectly lovely terrier
one of those nice, little brlndle Bostons with little round brown eyes that
make you want to hug him and he's
going at $50. I saw him at the dealer's today and I want him dreadfully."

t
Virginia checked herself with a
eep sigh. "He'd keep me from getting lonesome. I know I'd like him."
"You lonesome, Jinny!" exclaimed
Burton with sudden sympathy. "Why
didn't you ever let us know before?"
He recalled guiltily that he and Mr.

At First the Dog was the Chief Object

of Interest.

Comstock had never thought to Invite the girl to Join their game.
T could get him for fifty dollars,"
Virginia went on rapidly. "I am
sure that is a great bargain. Now,
there is my birthday money that
father gave me, fifty dollars, and it
is all mine to spend as I choose.
Father would think I was silly tp put
it all on a dog. He thinks all dogs
are alike. But if some one gave him
to me he couldn't object, could he?"
'Go on," commanded Burton, un
willing to commit himself.
"I would pay for him and see about
everything, and all you would have
to do would be to give him to me.
Won't you, please?"
"I wouldn't very likely give you a
fifty dollar dog. Your father would
surely see through the trick."
'I should think you would," plead
ed Virginia. "You are In business
with father and you spend so much
time at our house. People always
feel Indebted to their hostesses, and
I am your hostess. If you don't want
father to think you bought the dog
you could Intimate that he was yours
and you didn't want him and you
thought I might. It wouldn't be a
flb, because I can have him sent right
to your rooms."
Something caution or discretion
was at work within Burton West,
but this new feeling of pity for the
lonely girl and anxiety to make her
happy, led him, with little further
delay, to agree to his end of the bar
gain. He knew, well enough how
stern Mr. Comstock was In spite of
his love for Virginia.
The next morning Virginia went to
the pet store with $50 in neatly folded
bills. "Please send him to Mr. Burton West," she told the dealer, giving the young man's address. "Be
sure to have him there by ne o'clook."
That night Mr. Comstock was some
what surprised and distinctly pleased
when his Junior partner put in his
appearance shortly after dinner for a
game of crlbbage. He never came
more than two evenings a week and
Mr. Comstock had sometimes feared
that young West was growing weary
of the older man's society.
"Don't mean you are ready for an
other game," said Mr. comstock,
"Well,
warming ud with pleasure.
well, Burton, you can stand more
crlbbage than any other man I ever

Case of Pity Misplaced.
A good many books and plays are
based on the Idea of a man's taking
up a line of thought or action and
sticking to it long enough to carry it
through. But working toward such a
climax demands a rigorous "consist
ency that may not be true to nature,
for see from a concrete example how
real life slews us round.
Here Is the case of a man who was
drugged and robbed of his life's sa
vings. He pursued the offender for
over hundreds of miles,
months,
caught him and secured his convic
tion and Imprisonment. A well-ex- e
cuted piece of vengeance, you say; a
public duty nandsomely performed
But no; the avenger weakens, turns
s
or whatever you
tall,
like, and Is now working as hard to
get the criminal pardoned as he once
worked to get him Jailed.
Such a lack of consistency and continuity is, of course, ruinous to a
plot. Clearly, there is always
the risk that stated vengeance may
produce a revulsion of feeling and saw."
When they had settled down to
;tbat Justice may be elbowed out by
The brakes must be put on la their game and their cigars, Virginia
ety. Chicago Record-Heralslipped Into the room.
A
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"Want to watch my hand, daugh-- THE
LOBBY
ter?" asked the father, who always
DIN f t
REGULAR
AND
ORDERS
SHORT
thought of Virginia as a child in
spite of her nineteen years.
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS Handled
Virginia drew a chair up to her
father's side and cast an anxious
look at Burton.
Burton winked reassuringly when Mr. Conistock's eyes
SOCIETY AND
were on bis cards, and when a suitable pause came he said slowly and
deliberately:
ZiBiung orbthers always welcom,
"I say, Mr. Comstock, I brought a CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 A. M,
ir j,
rigwaai. E. E. Gearing.
trifle for Virginia. It is in a basket
Regular communiin the passage under the front porch.
acnui; Walie ri. Davis, chief 0f
cation Drsi and
and collector of wampum.
Shall I get it, Virginia, or do you
:ecordo
third Thursda) in
want to discover it for yourself?"
ut a: ana third
Visit
p.
i.
Jieeu
t.
each month.
luwaj
Virginia dashed out of the room,
oacu month, at Kraurnal
cor
brothers
evening
lng
out the door, to embrace her pet In
urotheriiooa caJL Visiting Brotbars
the meantime, Burton with what dially Invited. William H. Stapp, W.
are cordially mvued. B. F. McGulre,
tact he could command tried to ex- M.; Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary.
plain and make light of the matter
president; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
NO. 2.
with Mr. Comstock.
But Mr. Com- LAS VEGAS COMMANDERV.
J. E. ROSENWALD- - LODGE NO. 545,
TEMPLAR--Regul- ar
KNIGHTS
stock was not to be appeased, and
I. C. B. B
Meet every first TuesBurton was more than relieved
second
conclTwhen their usual number of hands
of the month in the vestry
day
at
month
each
in
Tuesi
were over and he was on his way
Monteiiore at &
rooms of Temp-7:36 p. w- - CD.
home. In his hat on the hat rack in Masonic Tsuple at
p. m. Visiting brothers are
o'clock,
Tamme.
Charlea
S.
C;
the hall Burton found a little slip of
inlvted. Isaac
cordially
Apjelr
riecorder.
a note.
Chas. Grpeuclay, Sec
President;
"I am so happy. Thank you a mil- LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
retary.
lion times.
Devotedly,
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
"Jinny."
In
each
KNIGhTS OF C0LUMBU3, COUNCIL
tion first Monday
"Poor little girl," said Burton to
Maaonle
NO. 804 Meets second ant fourth
Temple,
at
month
himself as he slipped the note into
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
Thursday in O. Ri C. ha'l, Pioneer
his pocket
. H.
P.; Chas. H. budding. Visiting member are cor
The next day Burton did not see
Mr. Comstock, and when he returned
diallv Invited. U . Tlpum. G K
Sporleder, Secretary.
from business he waB surprised to
E. P. Mackel. K ?
1.
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
find the dog whining in his rooms. EL
CNJIGHTS
PYTHIAS Meets
OF
O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
There was no note accompanying
Monday
every
him, and no explanation had been
Meets every Mouuay evening at
left by the Comstock servant who
evening In Csa-tltheir ball on Sixth street. Ail emit
had delivered him.
Hall. Visiting
ing Brethren cordially invited tu at
The next day Mr. Comstock sum
Knights are cortend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
moned the young man to his office.
dially Invited.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, SecreHe looked at him with an expresGeo. A. Fleming.
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
sion that was expected to carry with
Keeper of RecIt utter scorn, but which, in spite of
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ords and Seal.
itself, showed a grain of amusement
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODThen he cleared his throat and rose.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
"See here, young man," he began,
Meets the second and. fourth, Tuessolemnly. "Is this honest? Is it fair? BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
When I have been entertaining you
UNION OF AMERICA Meet first
days of each month in the W. Ot W.
in my house as a gentleman, and have
and third Wedaesdays of each
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
cared for you as a son!"
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
Burton actually turned pale with
bail. A. E. Hay ward. F. M.; W. A.
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are coralarm, for he was In a difficult posiGlvens, Secretary. Visiting meminvited.
dially
tion and could think of no means of
bers cordially Invited.
escape.
"If you cared for the girl mere B. P. O. ELKS Meets oecoud and
child like that you should have
fourth Tuesday evening of each
F. R. LORD
told me."
month at O. R. C. hall.
DENTIST
Visiting
"It was a mere" trifle," stammered
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Office
Pioneer
Building
care
Burton. "I thought she might
ilartin. Exalted Ruler: D. W. ConRooms S and 4
for the dog."
don, Secretary,
Office Phone Main 57
"A mere trifle, Indeed," broke In
Residence Phone 41a
"I guess I know the FRATERNAL
Mr. Comstock.
NO
BROTHERHOOD,
value of a dog as well as any one else.
102 Meets every Monday night at
DR. E. I HAMMOND
That dog Is a thoroughbred, and I
U.eir
ball
in
DENTIST
the
Schmidt,
building
me!"
to
fool
It.
Don't
know
try
v est of Fountain Square, a
Has
4, Crockett
elgb Suite
Building.
Mr. Comstock had worked himself
o'clock. Visiting members are ct
Into such a state of Indignation that
phones at office and residence.
the grain of amusement had disapdially welcome. Fred Philips, presi
peared. Any explanation on Burton's
ATTORNEYS
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
part had he had any to make, would Baily, Treasurer.
Chester a. Huaker
H.
Hunker
Geo.
have been useless, and the young
HUNKER ,
HUNKER
man slipped out of the room to think RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
over the unfortunate affair.
t Law
erhood hall every second and fourth
Attorney
As Burton thought the matter over,
New Mexico
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rua L.a Vegas,
it occured to him that really the
most embarrassing problem he had to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
solve was concerned with Virginia HOTEL'S GREAT PIPE ORGAN
and not with Mr. Comstock. The dog
(Not Coal Land)
for which she had spent her hoarded
Musical Instrument of the
Largest
of the Interior, U. S.
Department
was
his
in
possesbirthday money
. Kind In America Is In the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
sion, and she was in the meantime
Astor, New York.
without dog and without money.
11, 1911.
As he could not return the dog,
Notice Is hereby given that Cheniaa
The Hotel Astor, in New York,
he could return the money, and It boasts the largest pipe organ In the F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. M., who, :
was with , this conviction that he United States and one of the
largest on February 19, 1909, made Homer
bills from in the world. A
counted out five
organ is an In- stead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
pipe
an
Into
them
folded
and
wallet
his
novation In hotel fixtures, and as such 4 section
22, Township 17 North,
envelope. He could get it to her is of more than usual interest.
21
N. M. P. Meridian, has
East,
Range
somehow, though he wasn't sure how.
The
organ represents all orThen a note came from Virginia. She chestralgreat
and its many filed notice of Intention to make final
instruments,
thanked him again for his kindness. speaking stops,
100, make the commutation proof, to establish claim'
"I have a great Idea about the dog," tonal resources nearly
of the Instrument al- to the land above described, before
she went on to say. "K you will most inexhaustible. It is divided Into
Robt. L M. Ross, U. S Court Comkeep him I can still manage to see four distinct divisions, the main ormissioner,' at Las Vegae, N. M on the-8tout
one
some
send
Could
him.
you
two chambers on the
gan
in the park with him in the morning east occupying
day of March, 1911.
room.
and west sides of the ball
before father la up? I will meet him The other two divisions are
Claimant names at witnesses:
arranged
there, and then perhaps I can think on either side of "L'Orangerie" room.
William Smith, of East Las Vegas,
of some place to- send him, where I
hidden from view by the N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-valCompletely
can visit him."
decorations of the walls and ceilings,
N. M.; Bartholomew, B. SchweU
Thla seemed to Burton a fairly the music comes as a surprise.
of
ger,
the
Cherryvale, N. M., and Herbert
as
he
and
put
fifty
good scheme,
The pipes, varying from 32 feet In
dollars back into his wallet he de- length to only a fraction of an inch, Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
,
cided to conduct the dog to the park are hundreds of feet away from the
MANUEL R. OTERO. '
himself the next morning.
.
playing cabinet containing the keys Feb 15
Register. .
It was decided that for the present and stops, and each
one is operated by
the
should
Burton
dog its individual train of
at least
keep
c
A piece of flannel'
and for two weeks Virginia and the
The pressure of a key Chamberlain's Linimentdampened with,
action.
and bound on
young man arose early for a morning gives current to a wire that finds its to the
affected parts is superior to
stroll In the park. At fir?t the dog way
cables
and
various
through
any plaster. When troubled with
was the chief object of Interest, but switches to a
magnet, which operates lame back or paina la the side or chest
when on the fourteenth day Burton
pneumatic mechanism that opens a give it a trial and you are certain to
in his hurry forgot the dog entirely, valve
and gives pressure to the pipe. be more than pleased with the prompt
Virginia did not notice the omssion.
relief which It affords. Sold by all
"Do you remember, Jinny," Burton
,
druggists.
asked her, "when you wanted me to HAYTIAN
CUTLERY
SALUTE
do
a
of
rascal
that
terrier,
give you
you remember how you went about Steward of Naval Vessel Put Knives
LOCAL
CAM
and Forks In Gun and Hotel
Virgina denied any recollection
Was
Punctured.
with a pretty toss of her pretty head.
WEST BOUND
"You made me promise to do it bebelongDiscipline aboard
Arrive
fore you told me what it was. Now X
to
countries Is not aa
want you to say yes' to what I have ing astropical
160 P. M.
on
the
vessels
that
strict
obtaining
No-- 8
to ask."
6:15 A. M.
of colder countries. Indeed, in some
"Yes," said Virginia, promptly. instances, it is very lax.
6:15 P.M.
"Now tell what It Is."
The Defense, a Haytian naval ves- N0 "
6:35 P. M.
me"
to
want
marry
you
"Jinny, I
sel, was lying in the harbor of
Burton looked down laughing into
One day a mesa cook, for
Virginia's blushing face.
Depart
some reason, cleaned about a peck of
2:10 P.M.
knives and forks on the gun deck, and,
6:20 A. M.
being suddenly called away, and not
The Ink Plant.
wishing to spend time to go to the
6:40 P. M.
life may be galley, he seized the messpot full of Va
The Ink of every-da7:00 P. M.
perhaps described as of mixed animal, knives and forks and stuck it in the
Someof
the
muzzle
gun, putting the
vegetable and mineral origin.
EAST BOUND
times, however, the juice of a plant tampion in after it. About an hour
Arrive
can be used directly for writing. This afterward the admiral came aboard,
is the case with the Ink plant, which and, as the gun was loaded with blank
9:i
m.
:
occurs In South America and New cartridge, they used it to fire a salute.
It happened that the gun was aimed
Zealand.
i8o
The Juice of the plant is red, but It toward the town, and almost point no
1:45 P. M.
becomes rapidly black on exposure by blank at the Grand Hotel. The guests
oxidation. It gives a permanent stain assembled on the porch to witness the
s
on paper and can be used as Ink withceremonies, when they were saluted
Depart
out further preparation. All the early with a rain of knives and forks, which To
9:15
documents In Spanish South America stuck against the wooden walls like
11:30 P.M.
were written with the Juice of the Ink. quills on a porcupine. Fortunately no No 8
one was hurt, although, there, were no. 10
plant.
V" Jtmanr narrow escanea.
M.
1
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wash., team, owneaa re
cently formed a union.
A
store has been
SENATOR formed by the unions of Waterloo,

m,9 COUNTY
UI5PC8EJ Qp VALUABLE
PROP.
, ERTY NEAR TRINIDAD

Trinidad,
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MAIL DELIVERY

ponane,

la.
About 95 per cent of the building
trades at Fort Worth, Tex., are union

OdIo., Feb. 3.-- One
of the
-- S5c iranactiona
recorded in Las
Animas county in recent
years was
"Vide known
yesterday when a deal
was consummated wherein
the 2,400
acre ranch of Senator Barela
,
at
become the property of John
A. Cart f t Denver.
The big ranch
which
laddered one of the most
vaiuaow p.eces of ranch property in
the county, including 200 tons of alfalfa, 60C toad of cattle and 100 head
of fine horses and farm implements
and ai: appurtenances, were sold to
the wea t' y Denver man for $75,000.
The new owner will take possession
within the next thirty days.
The Barela ranch has been the
property of the senator
for forty
years. Some of the finest horses in
this section of the country have been
bred on the Barela ranch. The announcement of the sale made by the
Benator today, was received with con- siaerawe surprise, as after having
owned the ranch for four decades no
one expected him to part with it.
The senator has several other exten
sive ranch properties in this coun

HAY FACILITATE

pILY OPTIC,

RESIDENTS CAN MA
TERIALLY AID CARRIERS BY

LAS VEGAS

PROVIDING

THE

MAIL BOXES

ized.

In line with the recent savings
The coal mines of Nova Scotia in
to
12,083 per effected by the postmaster general,
gave employment
sons.
whereby the annual deficit has been
Efforts are being made to organize
reduced several millions of dollars
the Italian freight handlers at Port
the past year, It has .been
during
IS
land, Me.
A metal trades council has been estimated that a further saving of
ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
organized at Quincy, Mass , with thir- several millions more may be made
teen unions affiliated.
should have The Optic as part of its equip
to the taxpayers by requiring all patMadera, Vlsalia, Exeter, Hanford rons of
A
the postofflce department to
ment.
and Fresno, Calif., are building up
provide private receptacles for their
strong union organizations.
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
Spanish coal mines steadily em- mail in a convenient place for the
ploy more than 1,100 women in labor carrier to place it or to cut slots in
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
their doors.
that has to be done above ground.
Such action will enable the post
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely events of
A child labor law will be one of
the measures which the labor unions master to give prompter and better
the
day.
will urge the Tennessee legislature delivery service with the means at
Ml
can
since
his disposal,
the carriers
to pass.
,
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
San Mateo, Calif., Building Trades cover much more territory In less
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
Council has settled
Its differences time if not compelled to wait for an
with the contractors after months of answer to their ring or whistle.
Private receptacles for mail are
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
dispute.
Action to organize the owners in also a great convenience to the house
reevery member of your family.
dyeing establishments probably will holder, obviating the necessity of
be taken shortly by the Trades' Hall sponding to the carrier's call at in
'
convenient moments and permitting
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
Council, at Sydney, Australia.
The National Association of Phar- the safe delivery of mall in the ab
New Mexico and the world at large.
macologists has taken up the matter sence of the members of ,a household.
ty.
nealso
occasional
the
They
prevent
of establishing shorter hours for drug
cessity of a carrier's iproceedlng on
clerks and proposes to do it by
route without delivering mail be
his
BIB 8NOWSH0E RACES
'
cause
of failure to answer his ring
Local
International
No.
728,
Montreal, Que, Feb. 3 Much in
within a reasonable time, and enable
Brookof
Brotherhood
a
Teamsters,
terest la manifested in the world's
him to make deliveries to patrons
championship snowehoe races to he lyn and Long Island organization, has
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
on or near the end of the
living
commore
for
a
started
campaign
pulled off at Maisonneueve tomorrow
an
route
hour.
at
earlier
under the auspices of the Canadian plete organization of the truck drivIt has been shown by actual exSnow Shoe Union. The program will ers.
The American Federation of Labor perience that the benefits derived by
comprise eight events, as follows: 100
patrons of city delivery from the use
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
half- has Instructed labor in various states of such
yards, 220 yards, quarter-mile- ,
far outwelght the
recptacles
to
DAILY
exert
OPTIC.
secure
Influence
to
legisla
mile, one mile, three miles, and 120- small expense involved.
tion
use
the
by
forbidding
alleged
hurdle
race.
BY
yard
It has been estimated that a savName.
police authorities of the "third deseconds
on
of
fifteen
an
average
from ing
gree'' to secure confessions
time at each house can be made if
American Robins in England.
prisoners.
Address .
An attempt has been made to introare provided; this
A strike of the clerks in twenty private receptacles
duce the American robin into Surrey,
would amount to at least one hour
with apparent success. Six pairs turn- east side (New York City) banks, ac- and a half for each carrier every
newma
ed loose last June near Guilford have cording to the organizers of the
had boxes and It
reared about 40 nestlings. The name ly formed Bast Side Bank Clerks- day if all patrons
of our robin was given by the Pilgrim Union, is threatened if demands to be would prove a distinct advantage to
at or near the
Fathers to the largest and most
made in their behalf for higher wages the patrons residing
route.
a
end
of
carrier's
of the American thrushes and shorter work
day are not granted.
The saving to the postofflce depart(Turdus migratorius), because of its
of the Amalgamat
The
last
report
red breast, and friendly association
ment would be made by eliminating
Great
of
ed
of
Society
Engineers,
with man.
the necessity of adding more carriers
The American robin is closely relat- Britain, states that the membership
ed to our blackbird, and has a sweet, is now 110,043, as compared with 109,- - every little while to supply the growour cities.
melodious song. Its introduction to
81 in October.
The general fund ing population of
reThe local postofflce recently
Sur-e- y
will be regarded by market now stands at
as
compared
$899,850,
'HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed jeaitntul- gardeners with much misgiving, for with $865,220 at the end of June, ceived instructions to instruct all
s
"neas without extremes, of heat or cold, having nearly 300
recepu-tacleto
suitable
thouijh hi food consists chiefly of trie
provide
superannuation reserve fund &lo patrons as s6on
in the year.
worms or insects, he works sad havoc
sunsnine
of
ciras possible, and
days
showing a marked increase.
among the cherries. Westminster
The water Bupply is abundant and pure, furnished by mounculars have been distributed where
There were 29,293 fatal accidents needed and it is hoped that the peo
tain streams or from well of no great depth.
in the coal mines of North America
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, averof this city will promptly comply
ple
G. H. Mumms it Co.
3 Star Hennessy
end with
twenty-yea- r
the
period
during
before
any
the requirements
age, occurring principally in July and August.
Character In Women's Walk.
Pommery
Brandy
to
each
3.11
a
of
rate
with
1908,
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generalGreat Weste ,
drastic measures are adopted, for the
An observing man insists that he ing
17 Different Brands
Peach Brandy
Sauterners'
withdraw
can tell a woman's character by her 1,000 employes in the mining in- department contemplates
ly sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
of Bourbon and
Virginia Dare
manner of walking and the kind of dustry, according to a bulletin of ing the free delivery service from
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
Apple Brandy
Claret
shoes she wears. He says that the the bureau of labor, Department of patrons who do not comply with the
wnere conditions are equally good.
Rye, so we have
Deidesbeimer
Brandy
Aprioot
listless way of lifting one's feet indi- Commerce and Labor, which has just
Laubenheimer
5 Stars
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
requirements in a short time.
your brand.
cates .laziness or ill health. A heavy, been made
Niersteiner
to
be
beets
public.
so
fi'st
Is
that
profitable.
The
promise
Sugar
forage.
growing
city
means
housea good
California Brandy
step
Imperial Rine Wines
W. E. McEwen, labor commission the present force of letter cairlers
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, h proving to be suckeeper, but an aggressive nature. A
north
the
and
also
visit
will
Port
Port Wine.
White
Imported
Sherry
cessful here, a large area being under cultivation.
is worked to the limit at present and
dragging, shuffling step denotes indo- er of Minnesota,
lence of mind and body. He observes ern part of the state as a representa no more men, will be assigned to
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surroundfurtter that ,the woman who likes tive of the American Federation of the Las "Vegas earner fo.ve aa long
ing the city Is now being constructed.
mannish shoes is not dainty or femi- Labor and inaugurate a plan which as there are
who tin not comMining developments in the adjacent mountains are show-- "
patrons
nine, and that the ideal woman wears will involve the brlrtrinir into the
and
the
with
regulations
ply
mg up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
shoes in the street and
fold of organized labor the migratory
i:i
officials
with
the
government
in
the
house.
quarried nearby.
dainty slippers
workers in that section of the state. effecting the saving contemplated by
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
C. T. FARLEY, Prop.
A similar
camnaiun is manned out the new orders.
grazing for large numbers of cattle and 'horses at a nominal cost.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon for other states.
The carriers themselves are much
Stock raising is a profitable business.
at the Onera Bar. Served from bar
In this
National
with the new order, ns nothA great natural pleasure ground abound?
pleased
rels on the bar.
to raco to
so
as
its
streams
trout
and
game.
is
with
big
scenery,
its
grand
of
exasperating
ing
Monfceys.
Forest,
Plague
' Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
Awaking from her sleep to And that wait several minutes or even seconds
THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS
15 monkeys had taken possession of while the lady of the house comes
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
j her house and were disporting themto the door, never thinking, perhaps,
selves in ner parior auu uining luum, that she is delaying the mall of all
I
was the recent experience of Mrs.
patrons who reside further out
C0HTAGI0U5 TROUBLES Llppman, Los Angeles. Mrs. LIppman the
section 5, township 15, range 19.
on
the
route, or that some one else
tne
to
dui
tried
moniteys,
dislodge
more
Consideration
$1.
Poison
Blood
Contagious
failed. The following day she appear- who resides nearer the postofflce has
than
the
et ux, to Solomon
E.
A
system
Klefer,
REPORT
permeates
REALTY
thoroughly
ed at the prosecuting attorney's office delayed her mail In a similar man
Dell, October 27, 1910, 160 acres of
for
warrant
a
ar
the
anyoth r disease.' Its infectious virus
demanded
and
ner.
contam nates every corpuscle and rest of Antonio Ryder, her next door
land In section 5, township 15, range
Business houses as a rule do not
this
tissue o the circulation, and for
asserts instigated
she
19.
who
neighbor,
varied
to
the
cause so much Inconvenience
Ne?
reason :ts symptoms are of a
'Write.for Catalogue and
the invasion. Ryder is a trainer of
W rranty Deeds
R. A. Morley, et ux, to Charlotte
blood
it
the
enters
the
wish
where
it
carriers
When
Uy LUC v . il.
except
they
nature.
Two of his canand
dogs.
Prices.
monkeys
Wagner, March 1, 1909, lot 10, block
of Houston, Texas.
A huleta, et ux, to Mar-- ,
is but a short time until thethemouth
which preferred Mrs. Lippman's carrier to walk to the rear end of
ines,
uRperto
skin
$1015.
Consideration
and 0 rrat begin to ulcerate,
10 Adolfo
clothes basket to their own kennel as their establishment and place the
Rome:
May 13, 1908,
Crespln, to Desldor C de
spotted, rashes and eruptions sleeping quarters, were poisoned re- mail on the desk, and these will be garito
becon
acres of lan1 In sections 19 and 30,
ulcers
and
sores
and
n
the
body,
25, 1911, houBe
Baca,
January
appear
Mrs.
Llppsuspected
Ryder
cently.
suitable
Coi'siderat:n
and
required to furnish either a
17, inge 15
township
ConsiderIn
break .Ant, the hair falls feet
Las
situated
lot
the
of
and
man
Vegas.
poison
administering
thickbox or provide a slot In the door $240.
nails on hands and
his band of monation $15.
medicines she asserts he sent in
Mineral
4" :ome off.
an
an
en
effort to be where mall can be deposited.
R. A. Morley, et ux, to R. C. Wagkeys into her house
The Placlti Ranch Co., to the First
in
the
up
shut
poison
which f imply
revenged.
of Las Vegas, Janu-lan-d ner, May 25, 1909, lot 12, clock 15.
Ba
National
when
for
be
avoided,
should
the s 5t?m
in San Miguel Consideration $15.
old disFoley Kidney Pills are a reliable ary 18, 1911
such crtatment is left off the
worse
and
rheumatism
often
for
eratlon
$1.
backache,
out
Con
remedy
break
F. W. Browne, et ux, to I. H. SpurGordlan
vill
Knot.
again,
The
county.
ease
are tonic
- rier, 212.40 acres of land to San MiGordian knot was made urinary Irregularities. They
RoThe
famous
ra
than before. S. S. S. cures Contagious
to
Margarlto
Oi
Nicenta
Blood Poison permanently, and it does of leather taken from some part of the in action, quick In results and afford
bank. Consideration $1.
mi
the
relief from all kidney disor- mero, May 1 1908, 160 acres of guel
harness belonging to the chariot of a prompt
so because it thoroughly purifies
W.
F.
Browne, et ux, to I. H. SpurRed
Cross
and
G.
17,
O.
Schaefer
;0, township
range
ders.
In sectlx
land
of
It
seems
Phrygia.
that
Gordlus, king
rier, December 10, 1910, (east 224
15.
Consider. m $100.
goes into the this knot was so tied that the ends of Drug Co.
acres of section
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
13, township 17,
circulation, and the leather thong was not visible hence
Jose Baca, et ux, to Fellclnana range 18. Consideration $1.
drives out the the difficulty In loosing It. Many must
of
those
who MIGHT BTJY the particular thing is worth most.
aware
that pneuYou are probably
10, 1910, land In
last trace of the have tried to untie it, for its fame as monia
i
Quit Claim Deeds
results from a cold, but Griego, Dewer
always
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somedestructive a "stickler" at last reached the great you never heard of a cold resulting in San Miguel unty. Consideration Arabella B. Bomer, et als, to Marone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
germs, adds Oracle, which declared that the Jucky pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough $68.
guerite Bernard, et als, December 18,
richness and experimenter should be rewarded by Remedy was used. Why take the
A.
to
Earle
lot
6, south 25 feet of lot 4,
ux,
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
et
1910,
Brow
W.
F.
is
vigor to the Ctr the kingship of Persia. Alexander, risk when this remedy may be had
160 acres In block 4.
l' ulation ana trying his hand and meeting with no for a trifle? For sale by all druggists. Klefer, Octobrr , 1910,
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
diseased por. better success than tho others, drew
allows Jt to nourish the
health.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
wiv back to.
his sword and cut into the knot until
tions of
of
it.
being
ends
the
found
vegetable,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
he
R S.Si is purely
uu.
.f twits. nerDs
w
sort, and musical instruments.
jnaac
a narticle of mineral,
DarKN j ,.;n,iir
Clever.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
and is vegetable ingredients always
"Mrs. Pufferly Is tickled to death
hasten the cure Dy iomuS uK
and
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
urinary
irregularities.
bladder
Jtrouble,
with the way she fooled the customs
possible
for backache, rheumatism, kidney
Inspectors."
Refuse
substitutes.
and
markets!
best
uwn
.
lost
vigor.
restore
reatment
vitality
I free to all who write.
Poley Kidney Pills purify the blood,
"How did she do It I '
v
'
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
didn't buy thing abreair
"She
g
Atunu,
co.,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

at

Best meaU in the city for twenty
at White Kitchen.

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

Vaterland Brick Cheece
Black Eagle Limberger
AND IN

Fresh Fruits and Green Vegetables

The Store of Ike Davis
1

193 or Main 194

Jl

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
AND- -

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131

ESTABLISHED 18 7

The
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Sweet Peas

Pink

Beautiful and Fragrant

$i.oo PER HUNDRED

.

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

FOR THE BEST OF
Beef

Muttori
Pork
Veai
Chicken

(fVR NEW nobby:
v Spring Styles

Phona Main 379.

LUDWIG Wn.

After a vacation of several days,
Harry Cutler has resumed his work
at Ike Davis' store on the Plaza.

I

LFELD

Hi??

The management of the Duncan
The Las Vegaa grant board will opera house last night made arrangehold its regular monthly meeting on ments for the appearance of "The
Monday in its offices on the Ve3t Hotbe of a Tnousand Candles" in this
side.
theater Friday evening, February 24.
The company has been to the Pacific
The child of Mr. and Mrs. A. H coast by way of Denver and Salt Lake
Harris, who has been seriously ill City and Is returning by the southern
And see for yourself what a
for several days, is reported as get- route. It is said to be made up of ex
wonderful convenience it is.
a
cellent actors. "The House of
ting along nicely.
Send us your sheets, pillow
Thousand Candles" is a thrilling book
A marriage license was granted and its dramatization is equally good.
table cloths, napkins,
slips,
yesterday to Rita Baca, aged 17, Up The play has been out several years
towels, handkerchiefs, etc.
per Las Vegas, and Ignacio Montoya, but Is said to be attracting as great
crowds on its western tours and elvlng
aged 22, Las Vegas.
These we will wash and iron,
as good satisfaction as It did during
and
return to you all ready for
Marcus Maes, who is seriously ill its long run in the ast.
use. They will be washed cleanwith kidney trouble at his home In
La Liendre, is reported as somewhat
Neckwear worth 50o and 75c for 25c
er and Ironed much better than
improved. His condition, however, is Saturday only at Taichert's.
if done at home or by a washerstill grave.
woman. Besides think of the
Another wind storm made things in"
work and bother we save you.
We are closing out silk dress trim- teresting in and about Las Vegaa
rein
Little
last night
every
damage was done.
ming at cost, up to date
Our prices are reasonable so
spect. Ladies interested will save The frame roof of & large adobe
will cost you but very little
it
-- ing in the rear of La Casa de
money by buying .now. ROMERO
each
week.
was
MERCANTILE CO.
which
blown
off
Ramona,
partly
by a former storm, wae entirely dis. Try the service
next week.
A divorce has been granted Marion lodged. It is the intention to tear
E. Davis from his wife, Cora Davis, down the building in the near futui
Judge Clarence J. Roberts having so that the wind only helpel along
signed a decree to that effect. The the work.
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Davises are residents of Union
Judge Clarence J. Roberts has
Phone Main 81.
granted a judgment In favor of the
this plaintiff in the case of Sarah Baker
Sheriff Secundino Romero
morning Bold from the front steps agaln3t Henry W. Garberson. A writ
of the court house 12 rams and a of attachment has been issued on cer SERIOUS ACCIDENT
goat The animals were taken from tain property belonging to Garberson,
John Pettine on a judgment of the which will be sold to satisfy the judg
AT CAMFIELD DAM
court to satisfy claims.
f ment. Some of the property is furni
ture in Hermit's Lodge, the luxurious
The Woman's Guild of St. Paul's mountain home built by Garberson.
FIVE CARS
TRAM TRAIN
OF
Memorial church will hold a sale of
PLUNGE
OFF TRESTLE WHEN
homemade bread, cakes, salads, etc.,
Come in and get your shoes tomor
STRINGER BREAKS
at Potter's on Saturday, February 4, row. It is the last day sale $3.50,
beginning at 2 o'clock. There will $4.00 for $2.95, at Taichert's.
also be a few aprons for sale.
What might have been a serious
and
perhaps a fatal accident, occurred
new
Several
postofflccs have been
Casino Veguense, the West side established
throughout the territory this morning on the Camfield dam
Bocial club, will give
its regular
recently and postmasters have been site when five cars attached to the
dance this evening in
monthly
appointed to take charge of them. The "dinky" train carrying material for
Mackel's hall. The affair is expected offices and
postmasters arer Hurley, the construction of the dam were
to be highly enjoyable as the enGrant county, H. Williams; Patterson, precipitated from the large" frame
tertainment committee has worked Union
to the ground. The accident
county, Gertie Patterson; Wan-ett- trestle
hard to that end.
was caused by one of the stringers
Union county, Bonnie L.
of the trestle giving away and alMrs. William Curtlss Bailey has
lowing a section of the structure to
written to friends
here that she
fall. Luckily no employe were ridBest meals in the city for twentyfound her husband. Dr. W. C. Bailey,
ing on the train. The engine was
five cents at White Kitchen.
seriously ill upon her arrival in
backing, pushing the cars ahead of
Chicago. When the doctor's strength
it onto the trestle. The train was
is sufficiently recuperated the Bailey's
made
up of five heavily loaded cars.
Need for Two Collars.
will take a trip to the south.
The accident will not cause a deada
that
he
dog
Having bought
mired a Washington Heights man un- lay in the Vork as the other trestle
The "Frolickers," a recently organ- dertook to buy a dog collar. The dog will be utilized until the damaged
ized social club whose members are had a neck nearly as big as his head structure is
repaired . The trestle
of the Spring Chicken society crowd, and the dealer advised the man to will be repaired at once and precau
The buy two collars.
gave Its first dance last night.
tions taken to strengthen it so as to
"What for?" said the man. "He's
club plans to give a dance about once
hold
up much more weight than it
one
so I
he can
a month during the remainder of the got only withneck, oneguess
will be required to support.
collar,
can't
only
get along
winter. Mrs. C. H. Baily chaperoned he?"
the crowd last night.
"Maybe so," said the dealer, so the
MEETING OF CREDITORS
man went away leading the dog by
In the District Court of the United
new
and
chain.
collar
his
District Attorney Charles W. G.
In less than a week he brought the States for the Fourth Judicial District
Ward has turned over to John Joemu,
dog back.
of the Territory of New Mexico.
clerk of the court for the Fourth
"I'm afraid I can't keep him," he In the matter of
judicial district, $970 collecteJ by said. "He is too obstreperous. I can't Ernest P.
Mackel,
him from delinquent tax payers. This keep him tied up. His neck is the
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy. No. 64.
is in addition to
a considerable biggest part of him and he is as strong
To the Creditors of Ernest P. Mackel,
amount turned over to the clerk a as an ox, therefore it la a slnch for
him to slip his collar off."
in the County of San Miguel and
few weeks ago.
"That is why I wanted you to take
District
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
two collars," said ' the dealer. "Put
Notice
is
hereby given that on Tues
both on and fasten the chain to the
back collar and he can tug away all day, the 21st day of February, A. D.
night without getting loose. He may 1911, at 2 o'clock p. m., there will be
commit suicide, but he won't get a final meeting of the creditors of
.
loose."
the above named bankrupt
held at
the office of the undersigned referee,
for the purpose of passing upon the
Expensive Furs.
accounts of the trustee, declaring a
to
who
vicassert
wish
Actresses
torious power in their toilet have a dividend, authorizing the sale of unmania for rich furs. The supply grows, collected accounts at a sum to be
and the demand rapidly rises. fixed, and
Buy your oranges in scarcer
transacting such other busiThe skin of the Andes rat now costs, ness as
may
properly come before said
is
It
90
this
francs.
little
Far more eco- first hand,
and
meeting,
finally closing the afthe
beautiful
animal that gives us
fairs of the estate of said bankrupt.
for
so
now
motor
prized
Chili
fur,
nomical
buying them wraps, stoles, muffs and garnitures. A Your presence is requested at said
further rise Is expected, the Bolivian meeting,
dozen.
by
government having forbidden the exL. C. ILFELD,
port of the pelts of the Andes rats.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
on
back
fallen
the
have
Furriers
We will furnish you skin of the opossum, which costs but Dated at Las Vegas", N. M., February
3rd, 1911.
right francs.

in Hawes and Stetson
Hats have arrived
and are now open for

i

your inspection.

Work Service

Oranges

ALL THE NEW SHAPES AND
COLORS, ON IDISPLAY
Buy Early, Get the New Ones

GREENBERGER
f"A Square Deal"

MATTRESSES
More of These
Sold In Las Vegas Than Any Other
All-Cott- on

per box

half

Pickles, Etc.

$1.75
box. '7

ooooooooooo

J

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store ).
WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OP EVERYTHING EATABLE

for one

ON A

H. STE

.

GROCER.

.

Best draught beer
tbe Lobby, of course-

the citj.
-

La Grippe Coughs
Strain and weaken the system and
if not checked may develop into
No danger of this when Foley's Honey and Tar iB taken promptly.
It 13 a reliable family medicine fo all
coughs and colds, and acts quickly and
effectively in cases of croup. Refuse
subsititues. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
jpneu-moni-

a.

jjony Faust Budwelser beer Is
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
t of the finest draft beers served over
any bar in the city.

MEANS

AT THE PRICE

Sold at $5, OO and Up
WE HAVE A COMPLETE

J.

C.

LINE OF BEDDING

JOHNS EN

Exclusive Local Agents,

& SON

623 Douglas Avenue.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
....

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MoJn 227.

Wood

Gosaff ZfiSEl
SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

cSS;

LUMP

'
Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDOM
Foot of Main St,

J

Phono Main 21

JUST RECEIVED

mm

i
A complete assortmer.tof

Lindquist Cracker' Co's.
star line of

Fancy Crackers

For Extreme
Comfort Wear

f.

Pilgrim Tea Biscuit

t

Queen Salted Wafers

Vanilla Wafers
Ginger Wafers
Peanut Wafers
Cocoanut Almond
Wafers

Washington
Comfort Shoes

Fig Bars

Lemon Wafers

"Smart Set"

All widths and sizes
Two different styles

I

PRICES $2.25 to $2.50

I Romero

Merc. Co.

Winners
.3.

':!!!

.

MATTRESS

'

Speedy Relisf Pram Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
disease with inflammation of the kidneys and bladder, and dizzlneas," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the inflammation, took away the pain and
made the bladder action normal. 1
wish every one could know of this
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

mmSA

THIS LABEL )

quantity.
than
the

FisH
i

.

with any size for $350

Sausages
All Kinds
GO TO THE

HATS

mm

e,

First National Bank

White

luiAun

Try Our Flat

Everything that the market affords can be had at

Phone Main

We are prepared to eU you any Winchester rifle
as cheap as any catalogs house or dealer anywhere
in the U. S. If you are contemplating of getting either
at any time, get our price. We are always glad to
give you the price, whether you want to buy or merely
get posted. Full stock of WINCHESTER SHELLS.

five cents

Neutchatel

Phone Main

a

good electric treatment
Nolette's Barber Shop.

Now for

"
Fromage De Camembert Cheese
Circle Brand Lunch Cheese

1

WINCHESTER RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS

LOCAL NEWS

Today's Receipts

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 191 1

,1 fs

r ff

Soda

Wafers
Vienna Biscuit.

I

-- AT

i BOUCHER'S
COFFEE
.

THE

MAN

1
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